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CHAP'rEJ\ I
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Spain
through her explorers and conquistadores
colonial empire.

discovered a vast

During the four succeeding centuries this

empire took on many Spanish characteristics as the crown experi~ented in the rule of its new dominions. l
~rought

the Christian religion to the new lands, and the Church

~emained

~panish
~d

Spanish missionaries

Spanish through the system of the

patronato~.

The

language, legal system, social and economic institutions

customs were all transferred to the New World as possible

~olutions

to the enormous administrative problems facing the

crown, for which it had no precedent to follow.

These Spanish

institutions often mingled with the indigenous cultures and
resulted in a "Spanish-American" culture.

However, there was no

continuous effort made to wipe out the native culturej in fact
~any

efforts were made to preserve it, especially by the mission-

aries, and it can be seen even to the present day.

1 Lewis Hanke, The Spanish Struggle for Justice in the
Conquest of America, Philadelphia, 1949,2.
1

2

One of the institutions with which Spain experimented
in the administration of the natives was the encornienda system.

2

In 1500, Spain was beginning to recover from her struggle with
the Moors in the wars of the reconquest.

The crowns of Aragon

and Castile had been joined and the monarchy was rising strong
against the old feudal system of lords and vassals.
encomienda was an outgrowth of the feudal idea. 3

The

The system

2 There has been a good deal of confusion among writers
about the meanings of the two words encomienda and repartimiento.
Their etymology makes the distinction between them clear enou~h:
repartimiento deriving from repartir, "to allot or distribute ;
encomlenda from encomendar, "to give in trust." Repartimiento
was often used in official documents for encomienda, but the
former term had several other applications, as brought out by
Kirkpatrick. "1. The distribution (in fact, forctble sale) of
goods to the Indians by corregidores. This use, where repartimiento means repartici~n, cannot be confused with the other two.
2. The allotment of groups of gangs of Indian labourers to works
such as tillage, building, mining, transportation; or the labour
gang itself thus allotted. 3. The allotment of encomiendas
(repartimiento de encomiendas) or the encomienda itself. 1t
(F.A. Kirkpatrick, Hispanic American Historical Review, XIX,
August, 1939, 373-374.) "R. S. Chamberlain, in an attempt to
get around the difficulty, adopted the term 'repartimientoencomienda,' which is justifiable but awkward." (Lesley B. Simpson
The Encomiend~ in New Spain, 2nd edition, Berkeley, California,
1950, 183.) The second definition by Kirkpatrick "the allotment
of groupsll to work on public works, or buildings seems to be the
most correct use of the term repartimiento. In many documents the
word is used interchangeablw with ~oyal ~ncomiendas, those
kept by the crown to cover the costs of administration and public
works.

3 Robert S. Chamberlain, "Castilian Backgrounds of the
Repartimiento-Encomienda, "Carnegie Institution Publications,
no. 509, Washington, 1939, 15-66.

3
was based on the principle that the Indians in the newly discovered empire were all vassals or the king,4
allegiance and tribute to him.

and as such owed

For the purpose or collecting

the tribute, the Indians were divided into groups and granted
in encomienda, or entrusted, to an encomendero.

At rirst the

encomienda was the delegation of the royal power to collect the
tribute and to use the personal services or the Indians, the
king's vassals.

In a cedula or 1571, Philip II defines the

grant of encomienda.
The encomienda is a right granted by Royal Grace to the
deserving or the Indies to receive and collect for themselves the tributes or the Indians that shall be given
them in trust for their lire and the lire or one heir •••
with the charge or looking arter the spiritual and
temporal welrare or the Indians and or dwelling in and
defending the provinces where they are given them in
trust and of doing homage and making personal oath to
fulfill all thls.~
The crown established the encomienda in the New World to grant
reward to the conquistadores and other worthy persons for services
rendered to the croWD; to insure permanent colonization of the new
lands; to provide for the internal and external military defense
of the colonies; to afford protection to the natives, indoctrinate

4

Juan de S016rzano y Pereyra, polftica Indiana, Madrid,

5

Ibid., 22.

1930, II, 11.

4
them in Chri"stiani ty, and impart to them the rudiments of
European civilization. 6
As the definition of Philip II quoted above points out,
the grant of encomienda carried with it very definite duties as
well as the rights of tribute and, in the beginning, service.

The

following example is quoted from a title to an encomienda granted
in New Spain in

1544 •

••• I give in enccmienda and repartimiento to you ••• the
town of Taxica ••• with all its lords and cacfques and
nobles ••• so that you may use and profit by them in your
estates and commerce, provided that you indoctrinate
them and teach them in the things of our Holy Catholic
Faith, and treat them according to the Royal Ordiances
which have been issued, or which ~ay be +ssued, for the
good and increase of the said Indians •••
The encomienda was not granted as a hereditary right but was for
a definite period of time which varied during the development of
the institution. 8

In the middle of the sixteenth century, Viceroy

Luis de Velasco of New Spain granted Indians with the following
time

li~it:

I entrust and ccr.11Tlend to you warne] the vil':age,q of
[namei together with their subjects, in order that
during his Ma~esty's pleasure you may hold them in
encomienda •••

6

Chamberlain, "Repartimiento-Encomienda," 24.

7 Simpson, Encomienda, 203.
8

Ibid., ix.

9 Silvio Zavala, New Viewpoints on the Spanish
Colonization £f America, Philadelphia, 1943-,-er:-

5
At times there existed some confusion among historians
as to whether or not the grant of encomienda included the lands of
the Indians. In many standard histories we find this error. 10
Cunningham makes this statement:
••• the encomenderos, whose holdings, including lands and
Indians, may be said to have cO~Itituted the unit of the
Spanish colonial land system •••
Merriman speaks of the encaniendas as "allotmen ts of land and
compulsory services. ,,12 Bourne al so refers to them as including
land. 13 Roscher calls the encomenderos "landlords, 1114 while
Callcott designates them "grantees of land. illS

10 William Robertson, History of America, 2nd ed.,
London, 1778, II, 364; Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Central
America~ I, 262-266; Arthur Helps, Spanish Conquest in America,
London, 1855, I, 138; Emma H. Blair and James A. ~obertson, eds.,
The Philippine Islands, 1493-1898, Cleveland, 1903, II, 54 n. 18.
TCfted hereafter as BR}; David Barrows, History of the Philippines,
N.Y., 1926, 133; Rafael Palma, Our History, Manila,-r929, 6.
See also Edward J. McCarthy, SpanIsh Beginnings in the Philippines,
tga~-15i2, doctoral dissertation, Catholic University of America,
, , 1 9. "Land allotments":11 encomiendas.
11 Charles H. Cunningham, The Audiencia in the Seanish
Colonies, as illustrated by the audiencia of Manifa-rl5ff5-1 00),
Berkeley, Calif., 1919, 33, 106.
12 Roger B. Merriman, Rise of the Spanish Empire in the
Old World and in the New, N.Y., 1'91'8"; 11,232.
-13 Edward Gaylord Bourne, Spain in America, 1450-1580,
----N.Y. , 1904, 206.

14 Wilhelm Roscher, The Spanish Colonial System, trans.
by E. G. Bourne, Cambridge, Mass., reprint, 1944, 5.
15 Wilfrid H. Callcott, Church and State in Mexico,
1822-1857, Durham, N.C., 1926, 11.

6
On the other hand, Haring states clearly:
The encomienda'lBontrary to common belief, was not
a landed estate.
Chamberlain agrees that uland ownership was never made a feature
of the encomienda of the Indies.,,17

Simpson, Zavala, Hanke, and

Kirkpatrick all hold this same point of view. lS
That the enccmienda was not a grant of land is easily
seen in the documents and legal works of the time.

Both in the

Recopilaci~ and in So16rzano's Polftica Indiana frequent references are made to the encomendero as "la persona que tuviese indios,'
"tenedor de indios," "poseedor de indios.,,19
encomienda is "dar posesitn de indios.,,20
encomienda

is "quitar indios.,,21

To grant an

To take away an

In the frequent mention of the

encomienda and encomendero in both these primary sources, land

16

C. H. Haring, Spanish Empire in America, N.Y., 1947,

17

Chamberlain, "Repartimiento-Encomienda" 27, 48.

62.

IB Simpson, Encomienda, xiii; Zavala, New Viewpoints,

BO-B3; Hanke, Justice, 19; F. A. Kirkpatrick, "The Landless

Encornienda," Hispanic American Historical Review, XXII, November,
1942, 765-774.
/

r

19 Solorzano, II, 190, 20B, 209; Recopilacion de Le~
de los Reynos de las Indias, 3 vols., Ma.drid, 1179!1 1943, lIb~

tlt:-8", ley 32:-I

20

Solorzano, II, 362.

21

Ibid., 366; Recop., lib. 6,

I

t~t.

8,

~

12, 45.

7
is never noted to be a part of the encomienda, except by way of
negation as in a law made in 1633.

This law forbids an

encomendero to own an estancia either in his own name, or through
an intermediary, within the limits of the Pueblo of his encomienda
and orders that any such land should be taken from the encomendero
22
and sold.
Another law also makes it clear that the encomenderos
did not own the land on which their Indians lived.

This law,

passed in 1546, states that encomenderos do not inherit, or
succeed to the lands of the Indians on the death of the Indians. 23
For the first fifty years of the encomienda in the New
World the system was looked upon by
subterfuge for slavery.24

its beneficiaries as a

The grant included tributes and persona

services, and it was the latter that became almost an excuse to
use the Indians as slaves.

They were forced to work in the mines,

on the plantations, and as pack animals.
With the passage of the New Laws in 1542, there was an
attempt to do away with the encomienda system.

Article 35 stated
that encomiendas were no longer to be granted. 25 This severe

22

I
Reeop., lib. 6, t1t.
9,

23

~., lib. 6, t{t. 1, ~ 30.

~

Simpson, Encomienda, xiii.

~

17.

25 New Laws of the Indies for the Good Treatment and
preservation or-the-IndianS;-promulgated by the Emperor Charles V,
1542-1543, trans. by Henry Stevens and Fred W. Lucus, London,
1893, 16; Hanke, Justice, 83, 91-95; Simpson, Eneomienda, 123-144.

8
provision was revoked on October 20, 1545,26 but there began a
systematic effort to correct same of the abuses of the system and
to enforce the laws previously enacted.

On February 22, 1549, the

crown issued an important c~dula addressed to the president and
judges of the audiencia of New Spain.

In it he ordered a revis-

ion of the tributes due from the Indians both to the crown and the
encomenderos, and also directed the cancellation of all personal
services as payment of tribute.

The enforcement of this law

marked the end of the encomienda as a labor institution.

From

this time all tributes had to be paid in money, produce, or
native wares.

27

Of course this did not immediately stop all use

of Indian labor, but at least legally labor was no longer a part
of the encomienda system.

By the time it was introduced into the

Philippine Islands, the encomienda grant no longer gave the
encomendero a legal right to use the Indians entrusted to him as
his servants, nor to use them in the mines or on the plantations.
The question of Indian slavery is related to the encomienda
question but will not be treated in this study.

26
27

Hanke, Justice, 101.
I

Zavala, New Viewpoints, 85; Solorzano, I, 25;
Recop. !!£.6, tit. 12, ley 1.

9
It will be the burden of this

wor~

to investigate the

encomienda system as it existed in the Philippine Islands from
the founding of Manila, in 1571, to the establishment of the
second audiencia in 1597.

The period of investigation has been

limited to these years because by 1600, the encomienda had reached
its full development as a Spanish colonial institution.

According

to Simpson, after 1600 it was no longer a vital part of colonial
life,28

though it was not legally abolished until the eighteenth

century.

It would seem then, that this period, 1571-1597, would

be useful in determining the nature of the encomienda in the
Philippines.
In this study we shall not be concerned primarily with
the legal nature or economic aspects of the encomienda.

The

encomendero had the right of collecting the tribute of the Indians
entrusted to him, and the duty to see to their welfare, especially
to their instruction in the Catholic faith. 29 This work will
investigate first the nature of the tribute, what it was and
how it was collected, and secondly, how the obligation on the
part of the enccmendero to care for his Indians was fulfilled.

28

Simpson, Encomienda, ix.

29

Solorzano, II, 300.

/"

.

10

The period of time with which we are concerned can roughly be
divided in three sections: 1571-1582, from the founding of
Manila through the first unsettled decade of colonization; 1583-

1588, the per:iod of the first audie!1cia of Manila to its
suppression; 1589-1597, a decade of rule by the Royal governor.
Secondary sources have not, for the most part, been
used in this study.

Those dealing with the encomienda have often

proved inaccurate, and the reliable ones have not aealt with the
encomienda in the Philippines.

General histories of the PhilippinE

Islands seem to fall generally into two catagories: either they
begin at the turn of the century with Admiral Dewey, devoting
only a chapter to the four centuries of Spanish government, or,
they treat the Spanish period but regard it as kind of a "dark
ages" of the Philippine people.

For these reasons, we have

attempted to concentrate on information found in primary sources.
Most of the material has been gleaned from the vast correspondence
carried on between the crown and its subjects: the governors,
bishops, friars, and citizens of the Philippine Islands.

This

material was found for the most part in the Ayer Collection of
Newberry Library.

CHAPTER II

1571-1582
In May, 1571, an expedition of Spaniards disembarked in
the Bay of Manila.

Under the command of Miguel Lbpez de Legazpi

they had arrived in the Philippines six years earlier and founded
the first permanent Spanish settlement on the island of Ceb~.
Legazpi then proceeded to establish Spain's claim to the
Philippines by

men to the other islands and by making
treaties w1th the Indians whenever possible. l
sendi~g

Legazpi described the state of the natives on his
arrival in the islands in a letter to the king, Philip

?

II.~

According to this letter, the Indians did Whatever they pleased,
and took care only of themselves and their slaves.

The one N'ho

owned the most slaves, or the strongest ones, could obtain whatever he wished.

They recognized neither lord

nor rule and even

1 For the general history of this period consult:
Francisco Colfn, Labor Evangelica de los Obreros de la CompanIa
~ JesUs ~ ~as Islas Filipinas, nueva~$dicion ilustrada con
copia de notas y documentos para la crltica de la Historia
~eneral de !.! Soberan{a de EspMa ~ [ilipinas p~r el Padre /'
Pablo Pastells, Barcelona, 1900, I, lj5; Juan de la Concepcion,
iistoria General de Philipinas, Manila, 17P8, I, 411; J. Mallat,
L.es'.Philippinea~ rarIs,.18rc6~

------2

J,26. - .... -':)
I

;1,

•

. :.,

_

Legazpi to Philip II, Cebu, 1569. BR III, 54-61.
11

12
the slaves

w~re

not completely subject to their masters.

An

unknown author who recounts the story of the conquest of Luz6n
also describes the native system of slavery.3

He too said that

the chiefs were not absolute rulers, nor did they have great
authority or power.

It often happened that in one village, large

or small, there might be five, six, or ten chiefs, each of whom
had twenty or thirty slaves.
treat as he pleased.
~ittle

These he had the power to sell or

Over the free men, however, the chiefs had

power, except in time of war when they were bound to

follow him.
Accounts of native slavery are to be found in almost
every description of the islands.

The native chiefs, or cac{ques~

had the only semblance of authority with which the Spaniards could
deal and so were often made the gO-between in the administrative
natters.
~eans
~s

According to Indian custom, there were many different

of obtaining slaves.

Some natives were slaves from birth,

were their parents; others became slaves by being captured in

~ar;

some as punishment for crimes; some sold themselves into

slavery to pay debts, or as was also common, sold their children
nto slavery.4

It was not only that they held human life very

3 Conquest of Luz6n, April 20, 1572. W. E. Retana,ed.,
lrchivo del Bibliofilo Filipino. RecoQi1acion de Documentos,
~adrid, ~5-1905, IV, 1-37 (cited hereafter as-Retana, Archivo);
~ra~s. in BR II, 154.
4

Lavezaris to Philip II. 1574. BR III, 286-288.

13
cheaply, which they did, but also it was because slavery among
the natives was not a very hard way of life.

The slave became

almost a member of the family who owned him, and as will be
shown, none of the Indians, slave or free, worked very hard.
The Spaniards found that the natives had some gold which
they got from the rivers and in some cases from mines which they
worked.

However, they did not work the mines

steadi~y;

because of

their sloth and the small amount of work done by their slaves,
they did not even try to become wealthy.

Any native who possessed

a basketful of rice would not seek more, or do any other work,
until the rice was gone. 5

They did not sow or cultivate the land.

The islands were very fertile, however, and produced many varieties
of food, such as rice, millet, borona (a grain, also called mijo,
resembling Indian corn), Castilian fowls, buffaloes, swine, and
goats.

They had wines of many kinds and fragrant fruits, an
6
abundance of fish and numerous kinds of wild game.
It was Legazpi's opinion that the natives would easily
~e
~nd

subdued by good treatment and kindness.
were so

They had no leaders

divided among themselves that they never joined forces

to gain strength nor did any group give obedience to any other.

5 Legazpi to Philip II, Ceb~, 1569. BR III, 56-57.
6

Mlra~daola,

to Philip II. June 8, 1574. BR III, 56.

14
He urged the "king to order only peaceful dealings with the
Indians and was sure that in so doing they would gain their
friendship.

Legazpi said that most of the natives were heathens,
/

excepting those of Borneo and Luzon who were chiefly Moros.

In

his opinion none would resist conversion to Catholicism if the
Christians treated them fairly.

It was Legazpi's hope that all

the islands could be acquired in the same peaceful manner which

, 7

he had used in Cebu.

A petition was sent to the King from some Spanish
8
officials in Ceb~ in 1566. They asked for certain things which
they hpped would help stabilize the new colony.

They requested

that the Indians be granted in encomiendas to the conquistadores.
They also asked that the Spaniards be allowed to use slaves as
the native cac{ques did.
~etter

They added that the king would be

served if the Indians were divided into encomiendas as

Legazpi to Philip II. Ceb~, 1569. BR III 58-61.
sent an int~rpreter to Tupas, the leading chief of Ceb~
upon landing there to offer the friendship of the
Spaniards. The Indians distrusted the offer but due to the
patience of Legazpi they were finally convinced and made a treaty
acknowledging Philip II as their "lord." The niece of Tupas was
one of the first Christian converts among the natives. Joaquin
~art!nez de Zuniga, Historia de las Islas Phili;inaa, Manila, 1803,
:'1-70; BR II, 132-140, "Resumro'f15ocuments," 1 59-1568, trans.
and arranged by James A. Robertson.
7

~egazpi had
~~mediately

8 Memorial to Philip II. Ceb~, 1566 (?). Colecci6n
Documentos ineditos relativos al descubrimiento, conquista,
~ organizaCIOn de las antiguas po~esiones Espanolas de U1tramar,
vo1s. II, III, De las Islas Philipinas, Madrid, 1887, III~ 319-324.
~

they were pacified. 9
The king wrote to Legazpi in November,

1568.

In

reports he had received thus far from the islands he had been told
of the peaceful means that Legazpi had used to pacify cebt.

He

was pleased and ordered Legazpi to continue pacifying the Indians
wi thout doing them an:T harm.

At this time he al so gave Legazpi

the right to grant encomiendas.

With regard to the question of

Indian slavery, he said he would need more information before
settling it.

10

9 The term "pacification" will be used throughout this
study in the legal sense of the word as illustrated in the Laws
of the Indies. Altamira y Creve a says that in this usage the
word meant the peaceful conquest of the Indies, not the violent
conquest of war. (Rafael Al ta..rnira y Crevea, :~DiGcionario Castellano
de Palabras Jur{dicas X Ticnicas tomadas de la Legislaci6n Indiana,
Mexico, 1951'1 228-230). Peaceful conquestwasto be accomplished
by means of Christianization by the friars and the establishment
of civil justice by the Spanish officials.
Philip II ordered that
in the capitulations and asientos for discovering and taking
possession of new lands "por justas causas, y consideracid'nes •••
se excuse esta palabra co~quista, y en su lugar se use de las
de pacificaci6~ y poblacion, pu~s habiendose de hacer con toda paz
y caridad, es nuestra voluntad que aun este nombre interpretado
contra nuestra intencion, no ocasio.:1e, ni d6 color '- 10 capitulado
para que se pued~ hacer fuerza ni agravio a los Indios."
Recop. lib. 4, tlt.l, ~ 6.
10 Philip II to Legazpi. Madrid. Novl 16, 1568.
Manuscritos Filipinos, Archivo general de Indias, transcriptions
in Ayer collection, Newberry Library, I, estante 105, cajon 2,
Le~ajO 11. (Hereafter~cited as MB', A. de 1.) Trans. in BR Xy.xIV,
23 -238; see also Col{n, Labor Evangelica, I, 155. In August,
1569, Philip II commissioned Legazpi Governor and Captain-general
of the West Islands, the Philippines, for life.
Philip II to ~.
Legazpi, Madrid, August lll, 1669. MF. A. de 1. 105-2-11; trans. in
BR Xy.xIV, 238-246.

16
Landing at Manila in 1571, Legazpi published an edict,
as he had been commanded by Philip II.

He promised lands and

encomiendas to those who desired to settle in the city or
pistrict of Manila, which he was founding in the name of the

~ing.ll

As the districts of Luz6n and other islands were

pacified, the governor apportioned encomiendas to officers as
rewards for their services. 12
for the king.

13

He also reserved some tributes

He ordered the Indians to pay a moderate

11 Conquest of the Island of Luz~n. April 20, 1572.
II, A. de I. 1-1-2/24; Retana, Archivo, IV, 2; ;rans. in
BR III, 155. On June 21, 1574, Philip II made Luz6n "New
K.ingdom of Castilla" and named Manila, "Dis tinguished and ever
oyal city."
BR III, 250.

~F

12 Concepci6n, Philipinas, I, 408. Indians were not
granted in encomiendas as individuals but as part of a natural
grouping such as a village or district. Thus a man would be
granted the tribute of Indians in the village of ___ ; or the
tribute of a certain tribe; or those located near the mouth of
a certain river. See Col!n, Labor Evang;elica, I, 157-158, for
list of encomiendas assigned by Legazpi. In this list are many
examples of groupings used in granting encorniendas.
13 It should be noted here that there were two
classes of encomiendas in the Philippines. Private encorniendas
were those which had been granted to private persons (conquerors,)
discoverers, soldiers). Royal encomiendas, those set aside for
the crown, were situated near cities or ports and the income
from them was reserved for the expenses of the royal estate and
the payment of the salaries of government officials. Although
in most of the documents consulted, encomiendas belonging to the
crown were referred to as royal encomiendas these could also be,
and sometimes, were, called repartimientos. The reader is referrec
once again to the distinction between these terms as pointed out
on page 2 of this thesis. Private encomiendas became royal on
the death of the encomendero if he had no heirs. The tribute
from royal encomiendas was collected by officials of the royal
treasury.
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tribute of eight reales in money value; the encomenderos were not
to take anything above the stipulated amount. 1 4
could be naid either in gold or produce.

This tribute

Some of the acceptable

produce were rice, cotton cloth, and fowls.

The chronicler,

/
Gaspar de San Agust1n,
says that in provinces where cloth was

woven, one piece of cloth would equal four reales, two

f~~egas

or arrobas 15 of rice would equal two reales, and one fowl would
equal about two and one-half reales. 16
amount of one tribute, eight reales.

This would pay the full
In a letter dated July, 1573

the cloth used as tribute was described.
long and two varas wide.

It was to be ten varas 17

It was a thin material used by the

natives for their clothing.

According to this same source there

was an abundance of all the goods that could be used as tribute,
so the tribute could be paid with very little difficulty.

The

number of natives seemed so great that the letter stated there
should be some very profitable encomiendas. 18

The tribute could

14

Z~iga, Historia, 108; Mallat, Les Philippines, 1,401

15

1 arroba

=

25 Ibs.

16 Gaspar de San Agust(n, Conquistas de las islas
Philipinas, por las armas del Senor Don Phelipe-Segundo el
prudente y la Espiritual por los Religiosos del orden de San
August!n, Madrid, 1698, 245.
17

1 vara : 2.78 feet.

18 News from the Western Islands by Hernando Riquel and
others. January 11, 1574. MF, Archivo General de Simancas,
transcriptions in Ayer collection, Newberry Library, XVII, sec. de
estado; legajo 155; BR II, 241-243, in Spanish and English trans:-

18
Dlso be paid in gold equivalent to eight reales.

It seemed to the

writer of this letter that there were many gold mines in the
islands.

Some mines had been seen by Spaniards who thought the

natives could work them as they did the silver mines in New Spain.
It was true tha t the Spaniards found gold mines which the Indians
worked, as we mentioned previously, but they were not worked
efficiently nor full time and so djd not yield a very large profit
at this time.

The Spaniards intended to gain from these mines

the riches their compatriots had had in New Spain. 19
Legazpi died on August 20, 1572, and Guido de Lavezaris,
an official of the Royal Treasury, became governor ad interim. 20
In June, 1573, he \'JI'ote an account of his acti vi ties to the king.
He was continuing to grant encomiendas in the islands as they were
pacified. 2l The life in the Philippines was so hard and difficult
that the death rate among the Spaniards was very high. 22 Lavezaris

19

Ibid.

20 Z~iga, Historia, 116; Concepcitl'1, Philipinas, I,
422. It "<;vns the custom in Spanish colonial administra tio:! to
appoint someone to act as governor if the de jure governor died.
As soon as the home government learned of the death, they lrJould
appoint another, but in the meantime the governor ad interim
ruled.
21 Lavezaris to Philip II. Manila, June 29, 1573.
MF II, A. de I. 67-6-6; trans. In BR III, 180; Concepci~n,
Philipinas, I, 424.
22 The hardships Lavezaris here fiefers to Here those
which would be expected in any such undertaking as the Spaniards
were attempting; strange diseases of the islands, the ambushes by
hostile natives, encounters with Chinese pirates ••

19
was, therefore, reapportioning the Indians among other deserving
citizens when an encomendero died.

23

If it met with the approval

of the king, Lavezaris would continue the granting of encomiendas
as fast as possible as the soldiers were in great want now that
they had been forbidden to make raids on the Indians to get
supplies.

24
When the Spaniards first arrived in the islands they

would often go in small groups in search of provisions.

These

expeditions took on the aspects of raids when the Indians refused
to give what was needed.

It was hoped that the orderly collection

of tribute would provide sufficient supplies, and raiding had been
strictly forbidden.
According to Lavezaris there was no need for the poverty
of the Spaniards as they had come to a rich land.

There were many

gold mines which the natives worked and then traded the gold.

The

country was rich in rice, wine, fish, hogs, fowls, and wild buffalo
In the opinion of the governor, many Spaniards could be supported
by the Indians with very little effort on the part of the native;;

23 Lavezaris to Philip II. 1573. MF II, A. de I.
67-6-6; BR III, 185.
Ibid."
---"

BR III, 188.

25 Ibid.; BR III, 180. Sa~e account of conditions found
in GOVernor Sande's Relation. 1577. MF III, A. de I. 1-1-2/24;
trans. in BR IV, 98-99.
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encomiendas as a means of supoort for the encomendero.

As we

mentioned earlier, however, the grant not only gave rights to the
eJ1Q.Q.I!1fillde.I'_Q

but also entailed certain duties.

The prime duty, in

the mind of the crown, was that of providing for the Christianizin
26
of the natives.
Legazpi had with him on his arrival in the
islands five Augustinian friars, one of whom was the famed Friar
/
27
Andres de Urdaneta.
They were to see to the conversion of the
natives, in addition to caring for the religious needs of the
Spaniards.

From the first, as in Mexico and indeed all the new

Spanish lands, there developed a conflict between the secular
government and the encomenderos on one side, and the friars and
religious authorities on the ot he r.

It was often to be the com-

plaint of the religious that the conversion of the natives could
be accomplished faster if they could keep their fellow Spaniards
from contact with the Indians.

The encomenderos on the other

hand looked on the Indians as a means for immediate support and
service and only secondarily as souls to be converted.
In the Philippines, the watter of the tribute and its
collection became an incident in this conflict almost immediately.
The friars spoke in the pulpits against the tribute; they said it
was unjust.

They refused absolution to encomenderos who in their

,

26

Solorzano, II, 300.

27

San Agust1n, Philipinas, 135.

I

opinion,

21

.

excessive tributes, or who mistreated their

exact~d

Indians in other ways.

As we shall see the friars at this time

considered anything above two reales "excessivel1; the current rate

---

of tribute was then eight reales.

The friars lived among the

Indians and tried to protect them from their eqcomenderos o

At

this time there were no organized plans to segregate the Indians
in the Philippines as in the reductions of the La Plata region of
South America.

The friars did try, however, to keep contact

between the natives and Spanish at a minimum.

The religious

felt that the Spaniards gave only bad example to the prospective"
converts; they were determined that encomenderos should not live
among the natives.
The Spaniards, on the other hand, felt that the religiOUS
ere interfering in matters which did not concern them.

They

ooked on their grants of enccmiendas as rewards for the difficulies they had encountered in the
omain in the Philippines.
or

collectL~g

establis~~ent

of the Spanish

The resented being denied absolution

tributes they considered justly theirs.

Governor Lavezaris asked Friar Martin de Rada, provincial
f the Augustinians in the Philippines, to put in writing the
rincipal complaints of the friars with regard to the tributes.
e also asked that the friars suggest a remedy so that he could
ettle the dispute.

Friar Rada wrote his famed "Opinion" in

22
answer to this request of the governor.

28

This document sets

forth the protests of the friars against the collection of the
tribute and the treatment of the Indians by the Spaniards.
The first charge made was that the Spaniards were making
war on the Indians to pacify them, which had been expressly
forbidden by the king. 29

Then, after subjugating the Indians by

force, the Spaniards collected tribute from them, as if they had
been legally pacified.

Now, tribute was granted to the

enco~ender(

in retury for services gi ven to the natives, such as instruction
in the Christian religion and the establhshment of civil justice.
Tribute collected when these conditions were not fulfilled was
unjust.

The friar said that all connected with the collection of

this tribute, the encomendero, the soldiers helping him, those
who were able to prevent the collection and did not, those who
were able to make restitution and did not, all these were guilty
of injustice to the Indians. 30
Fray Rada said that the granting of encomiendas was

28 Mart!n de Rada to Lavezaris. Manila, June 21, 1574.
MF II, A. de I. 1-1-2/24; trans. in BR III, 253-259.
29 Philip II to Legazpi. Nov. 16, 1568. fl1F I, A. de I.
105-2-11; trans. in BR XXXIV, 235; Recop. lib. 4, t{t. 1, ~ 6;
Recop. ill. 6, t{t.l, ~ 15.
- 30

Rada to Lavezaris. Manila, June 21, 1574. MF II,

A. de I. 1-1-2/24; BR II, 255-256.
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justified

i~

it helped to establish peace and order and stopped

the injustice of the robberies and injuries which were comMitted
on raids when there were not encomiendas.

The tribute collected

from these encomiendas must, however, be in keeping with the
ability of the natives to pay.

In Rada's opinion, the tribute

being collected at that time was excessive, for the tools of the
Indians were very crude and some of the natives

we~e

so poor that

they could hardly clothe themselves and find enough to eat; they
lived on roots for part of the year.

In some places the Indians

were so frightened by the soldiers as they came to collect the
tribute that they destroyed their houses and fled.
had to use force to collect the tributes everywhere.

The soldiers
In some

cases the chiefs were taken prisoner and tortured until they paid
the amount demanded as tribute

fro~

their subjects.

According

to the "Opinion" until the Indians had better tools, and the land
was more fertile, any tribute taken above the value of one maes 31
in either food or clothing was very cruel and oppressive.
Fray Rada suggested that the governor write the king,
telling him clearly and truly how the islands were being

31 "A maes of gold is commonly worth two reals and
when gold is worth more, the maes is worth two reals and a half."
BR III, 267. (The Spanish words maez and reales have been
Anglicized in this quotation.)

"pacified," their present condition, and the methods then being
employed in collecting the tributes.

Until the king ordered what

was to be done, the encomenderos should take as little as
possible as tribute.

He closed the 1I0p inion ll by asking the

governor to protect the Indians from the abuses to which they were
then being subjected. 32
The following month, Governor Lavezaris wrote Philip II
concerning Radats 1I0p inion. 1I

He complained that since the

establishment of Manila, the religious had been most scrupulous
with regard to the collection of the tribute.

They said that the

tribute was unjust and too high for the poverty of the natives.
Lavezaris said that he asked Rada to put the opinion of the friars
in writing which he did. Although prompted by holy zeal, the
opinion of the religious was too severe and in thegovernor's
opinion, if followed, the islands could not be maintained for the
king. 33

Therefore Governor Lavezaris and nine other Spaniards

wrote a "reply" to the "Opinion" so that the king could be informe<
of their side of the question. 34

32 Rada to Lavezaris. 1574. MF. II, A. de I. 1-1-2/24;

BR III, 259.

33 Lavezaris to Philip II. July, 1574. MF II, A. de I.
67-6-6; trans. in BR III, 279.
34 Reply to Fray Rada's ffOpinion ll Guido de Lavezaris
and others. Manila, June, 1574. MF II, A. de I. 1-1-2/24;
BR III, 260-271.
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With regard to the charge that the tribute was too
high they said that the friars were generalizing from individual
cases.

The late Legazpi set up the rate of tribute having seen

with his own eyes the conditions of the natives and the fertility
of the lands; his tribute rate was just. 35

Some of the natives in

the Pintados islands were poor but not because the lands were not
fertile; rather the natives were lazy and refused to work.

They

would not even go four leagues out of their villages to father
rice.

Some of the chiefs of Luz~n seemed ve~J rich to the

Spaniards.

They wore ten or twelve ducats worth of gold or jewels

as ornaments and hed lands, slaves, and mines of their own.

A

chief like this was not a rare case, neither were the chiefs the
only ones who had gold and jewels, but many of the free men did
also.

In the poorer districts they were being taxed less than

on Luz6n, and nowhere was the tribute too heavy that there would
have been difficulty in paying it if the Indians would work.
According to this document, the one maes Friar Rada
suggested would not be sufficient for the tribute beeause sorne
encomenderos were then living in great poverty on the three maes.
A pair of shoes was valued at one-half tael of gold, which was the
tribute of eight Indians.

All other goods the Spaniards needed

were worth double their price in New Spain.

The authors of

35 The eight reales tribute Legazpi had levied wa~ the
same as that being levied in New Spsin at that time. Martfn Enrlqu z
to Philip II, 1575. Cartas de Indias, Madrid, 1$77, 305-314.
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the "Reply" "insisted that the natives, especially of Luzon,
were very well off and carried on trade with the Chinese to
realize a good profit.

Wax and gold were being produced in all

the islands, as were cot ton and palm wines.

They pr 0 duced much

rice and flax and other provisions on their irrigated lands. 36
No direct action was taken by the king or Council on
either the "Opinion" or the "Reply" except that later reforms were
certainly based on the information given in such correspondence.
Governor Lavezaris, the temporary governor, was replaced
by Don Francfsco de Sande on August 24th, 1575. 37

On May 26, 1576

the new governor issued a decree forbidding royal officials to
hold encomiendas.

He took away those assigned by both Legazpi and

Lavezaris and assigned them as royal encomiendas.
wer~to

The officials

receive a salary from the crown and were to consider what

they had thus far collected as counted toward their salaries.
In doing this, Sande was not making a new law, but merely carrying
out the orders of the king which had been sent to Lavezaris in a
38
letter in 1574.
Sande believed that the royal officials

36 Reply to "Opinion." MF II, A. de I. 1-1-2/24;
BR III, 270-271.
37 For the main events of Sande'7 term consult the
following: Zuniga, Historia, 136; Concepcion, PhiliEinas, I, 1;
Juan Delgado, Historia general sacro-Erofana, politica if. natural d
las isl~ del Poniente llamadas FiliEinas, Manila, 1892, I, 190.
38 Act of Governor Sande. Manila. May 26,1576, MF II,
A. de I. 67-6-29; trans. in BR III, 307; So16rzano II, 12; Recop.
lib. 6, tit. 8, ~ 12.
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neglected their duties when they held encamiendas because then
they were not dependent upon their salaries. 39
In accordance with the governor's decree, notaries

w~nt

to the government officials and got sworn statements from them as
to what they had collected as tribute.

Their records give an

interesting picture of what the tributes were for one year.

One

0fficial of the royal treasury declared 900 pieces of white cotton
cloth (each Indian gave him three or four pieces), 150 pesos worth
of broken silver and testoons, six taels of gold, and 70 fowls.
Another treasury official declared 160 pieces of white cloth from

200 Indians. 41
In a letter written in June, 1576, Sande sent the king
his impressions of the state of the islands since his arrival.
Encomiendas were treated in some detail.

42

According to Sande,

Legazpi and Lavezaris granted large encomiendas in places not yet
pacified when Sande arrived.

This caused trouble because the

encomenderos to whom the unpacified encomiendas had been granted

39 Sande to Philip ILManila, June 7, 1576. MF. II,
A. de I. 67-6-6; trans. In BR IV, 85.
/
L~O tael = 6 pesetas y 28 c~ntimos~ Testoon (test6n)=
50 centimos in Portugal. This coin was silver, used in various

countries at different values.

41

BR III, 308-309.

42 Sande to Phil[p II. Manila. 1576. MF II, A. de I.
67-6-6; W. E. Retana, Archivo, II, 1-75; trans. in BR IV, 71-93.
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were unsupported.

They continually asked Sande for soldiers to

hel? pacify them so that they might collect their tribute, but
the governor did not have enough soldiers to give to all who
needed them for this task.
Another cause for trouble was the number of Indians in
each encomienda.

Eight thousand tributarios 43 were to be granted

to the master of campi four thousand to the captinsi three
thousand to men of rank and so on according to their position.
This caused trouble because each one felt he deserved more than
he was allotted.
Sande said that he would not grant any more encomiendas
until the districts to be assigned were pacified and secure, as th
king had ordered.

He added that he was sure people would come to

understand this law as order was restored. 44
Sande asked the king to order that encomiendas vacated
on the death of the encomendero be granted to some other deserving
person.

In Mexico vacant encomiendas reverted to the crown but

in the new colony of the Philippines men died so fast that if
this policy were followed there soon would be none but royal
encomiendas.

In the margin, opposite this request a notary stated

43 Salazar defines the term "tributarios" as being two
single men who make one whole tribute. Salazar to Philip II,
June, 1588. MF v, A. de I. 68-1-32; Cartas de Indias, 642.

44 Sande to Philip II. 1576. MF II, A. de I. 67-6-Q;
Retana, Archivo II. 1-75; BR IV 21-97.
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tqat for tlie" tiIJle bemg the king vlould allow the governor to do
as he asked.

45

In addition to granting encomiendas to private individual
Sande had also app ortioned some villages to be royal encomiendas.
He had assigned villages close to Spanish settlements and near to
the sea ports for this purpose.

He had also ordered a hospital

built and had granted the tribute of one thousand Indians to it
for its support. 46

These acts were in keeping with the policy

of assigning royal encomiendas for the support of public works.
Another example of this policy is the royal decree ordering the
foundation of monasteries in the Philippines. 47

In this case

the king ordered not only the tribute of the Indians to be
assigned to this work, but also their labor.

Indians were often

assigned to work on Church institutions like monasteries, churches
and hospitals •. This fulfilled the king's obligation under the
patronato real of caring for the mat,erial needs of the missionary
Church.

Individual clerics or friars, however, were forbidden to

hold encaniendas. 48

45

BR IV, 96.

46

Sande to Philip II. 1576. Retana, Archivo, II, 60-63.

47
48

Philip II to Sande. BR IV, 141-142 •
./

Solorzano, II, 37.
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In a report dated a year later Sande again spoke of the
encomiendas. 49

He said that the people who had not been granted

encomiendas were very poor, as the only means of income was the
tribute of the Indians.

Sande is gomewhat exaggerating the

situation as there were other means of obtaining a living than the
tribute.

Lands, not belonging to the Indians, had been granted

to the Spaniards, but of course they had to be cultivated.

Few

soldiers desired to produce food from their own soil, by their
own labor.
Indians.

They much preferred to receive the

trib~te

of the

Some of the Spanish did carryon trade with the natives

and Chinese and thus earned a good living. 50

Of course, the

soldiers were supposedly receiving some salary as members of the
army, but these were not large, nor were they regularly paid.
It was Sande's opinion that if the natives would only
work there would be enough for all.

There follows an interesting'

description of the goods of the islands.

All the Indians knew how

to raise cotton and silk and how to spin and weave for clothing.
Fish was plentiful and wine was made from palms which were very
numerous.

From palm trees the natives also got oil and vinegar.

49 Sande to Philip II. Manila, June 8, 1577. MF III,
A. de I. 1-1-2/24; trans. in BR IV, 98-118.
50 Morga, Sucesos, 214, describes some of the means by
which the Spanish earned a living in the Philippines.
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In the mountains there were wild boars, deer, and buffalo in great
numbers.

Rice, which was the bread of the people, grew abundantly

Gold was fJund in the islands also. 51
Governor Sande was relieved of duty in 1580, by Don
Gonzalo Ronquillo de Pe~alosa.

Ronquillo was appointed governor

for life with broad central powers and advantages.
as proprietary governor he had been allowed an

For example,

enco~ienda

in each

principal town for himself, although there was a law stating that
governors could not hold encomiendas.

52

The crown made this

appointment with the hope of stabilizing the government by giving
the governor enough power to rule effectively.

He was given both

executive and judicial powers so that he could better govern the
extensive province that the Philippines had become.

As we shall

see in the next chapter, however, these increased powers also
brought increased abuses.

Ronquillo was said to have used his

office to monopolize trade and

co~~erce

for his own advantage.

As an encomendero, he was never a disinterested party in cases
concerning encomiendas or Indians. 53

51
BR IV, 98.
52

The abuses committed by

Sande to Philip II. 1577. MF III, A. de I. 1-1-2/24;
March 1, 1551, Recop. lib. 6, t!t. 8, ley 12.

53 For events of Penalosa's term consult: Morga,
Sucesos, 17; ConcepciOn, Philipinas, II. 29; Cunningham, Audiencia,

?j5.
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the encomenderos during Ronquillo's term were said to have led to
the outbreak of nQmerous Indian revolts in

1583. 54

The only person who exercised any check on the governor
was the bishop with whom he was ordered to consult frequently.

1581,

In

Domingo de Salazar, a Dominican, the first bishop of Manila,

arrived in the Philippi-nes.
learning and holiness.

55

Morga says he was a person of much

It was to be his work for the decade

that he remained in the Islands, to act as the Protector of the
Indians.

He used his ecclesiastical

a~thority

wherever possible

both to bring about the enactment of new laws for the protection
of the Indians and to urge the secular authorities to oarry out
the laws already made.
of the Philippines.

For this work he is noted as the Las Casas

He is an important figure in our study of the

encomienda because of his struggles with the secular authorities
over the collection of the tribute and the treatment of the
Indians.
In

1582,

there is a record of an encomendero, Blas de

la Serna, who treated his Indians very harshly.

The friar, sent

by the Augustinians to care for the natives, finally excommunicatec
him, and in return the encomendero had the friar publicly beaten.

54 BR

VII,

159.

55 Morga, Sucesos, 20; Concepci6n, Philipinas, 44-45.
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Bisbop Salazar took up the r>J.8.tter and enforced the eXco!Tlmunication
56
at once.
Z~iga continues that this incident alarmed the other
encomenderos so much that they persuaded the governor to withdraw
from the clergy the Indians who had been granted them for their
service in their institutions, and for the service of the Church.
The Spanish favored the encomenderos and

comr~enced

a cruel persecu

tion of the Augustinian and Frmlciscan friars .57
As we shall see there were many other occasions where
conflict arose between the encomendero and the friars.

Because

of the bad example of many of the encomenderos, the friars wanted
to keep their Indians from any contact with the Spaniards.

Need-

less to say, the Spaniards were not in favor of this segregation
when it interferred with their use of the Indians.
The period we have been considering, 1571-1582, covers
the encomienda under the first type of government in the Philippines, that of the governorship.

In 1582, a document written by

a soldier, Miguel de Loarca covers the advances made in this
58
period.
He describes each island then known to the Spaniards,

56

Zutiga, Historia, 147-148.

57

Ibid., 1~B-149; 1~2-l43.

58 Relation of the Philippine Islands by Miguel de
Loarca, Ar~valo, June, 158,2. My__ III, A. de 1. 1-1-1/23; BR V,
34, 187, printed in SpanisJ:l:","~nd . English tra'1.slation.
-.

~
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noting its size, shape, and population.

.,

enco~iendas

He enumerates the

that have been assigned, the officials in the

Span.ish settlements, and the products of each island.

He also

states many interestint:; details of the social and economic
conditions of the natives.

At the time of this report there were

three principal centers of administration in the islands: I1anila,
CebG, and Arevalo.

About thirty encomiendas were located close

to Hanila containing about 37,000 Indians; ten enco:niendas were
near CebG. with about 3500 Indians; about fifteen near Artvalo with
about 20,000 Indians.
The~e

59

figures give some indication of the rapid growth

of the encomienda system in our first period of study.

The

allotment of Indians in encomienda grants soon outgrew the
administrative machinery set up under the governor.

The nearest

court or audiencia for handling cases dealing with the encomienda
was in far off Mexico; delay., red-tape and inefficiency became the
accept~d

order.

The crown attempted tQ better things by appoint-

ing a royal governor with greater powers than pervious governors;
the results were not encouraging.

In the next chapter we shall

deal vli th the growth of the encomienda sys te:n under the second
attempt by the crown to better its rule in the Philippines, the
first Audiencia of Manila, 1583-1588.

59

Ibid.

CHAPTER III

1583-1588
One of the most important indirect reasons for the
establishment of the audiencia in Manila in 1583, may be found
in the abuses of the administration of the encomienda system.
According to Cunningham, these abuses may be attributed both "to
the powerlessness and inefficiency of the governors, and to their
cupidity and deliberate favoritism to the encomenderos." l

The

rapid spread of the encomiendas and their location in distant and
widely separated parts of the islands enabled the encomenderos
to have increased powers and responsibilities.

They were often

far removed from the central authority at Manila and were infrequently inspected by the alcaldes mayores in whose districts they
were located.
~ilitary

The Philippine government,

wit~

an autocnatic

governor at its head, had been originally designed for

one settlement or province, not for the extensive military
possession it had become.

1

The jurisdiction of the government now

Cunningham, Audiencia, 34-35.

35

36
extended over a widely separated area, with insufficient
communication and tra.'1S ;:>ortation.

~eans

of

"Indeed, the encordendas had

spread so rapidly in the Philippines that

t~e

govermnental

machinery provided by Spain was unable to provide for them." 2
..,..,

The appointment of Ronquillo de Penalosa as governor in
1580, had been an attempt on the part of the crown to increase the
efficiency of the Philippine government by granting it greater
centralized authority.
power failed. 3

This experiment in absolutism and military

Bishop Salazar sent many complaints against the

governor to Spain.

He also influenced municipal and ecclesiastica

chapters at Hanila to protest against the flgovernor's misrule.,,4
In 1581, Gabriel de Rivera was sent to Spain with a petition signee
by some of the most influential men in the Philippines asking for
various reforms.

As will be seen the men asking for these reforms

ljITere not merel:r friars end clergy, but representatives froIT' all
the citizens of Manila.

~anila

The establishment of an audiencia at
was expressly reQUested. 5

2 Ibid., 35. Cunningham bases this statement on the
growth of the-e:Qcomienda shown in the document by Loarca; see
Pp. 33-34 of this t~esis.

3

Ib i d .,

4

Ibid.

5

Morga, Sucesos, 21; Z~iga, Historia, 156; Colin,

~.l.

~abor Evangelica, 164 n. 3, 171.

Mos't authorities credit Bishop Salazar with being the
one person most responsible for the institution of the audiencia. 6
Governor Gonzalo Ronquillo died in 1583, 7 and upon this occasion
Salazar wrote to the king, tell Lng him once again of the abuses
of the administration of the governor and asking for an audiencia
B
to replace the governorship.
This document presents a picture of
the conditions which existed in 1583; the conditions that a hoped
for audiencia would better.
At the time he wrote there was a scarcity of food and
supplies in the islands, and prices had greatly increased. 9

He

blamed this near famine both <in the late governor's and the
Spaniards' treatment of the Indians.

On his arrival (1580) the
governor had sent many Indians from the rich lO district of

6 Cunningham, Audiencia, 43; J. Martinez de ZJaiga,
Estadismo de las Islas ~ilipinas, lViadrid, 1893, I, 243; Jose
Montero y Vidal, Historia General de Filipinas, 1887, I, 88.
7

Col{n, Labor Evang41ica, I, 170; Morga, Sucesos, 20.

8 Affairs in the Philippine Islands. Salazar to Philip
II. Manila, 1583. Retana, Archivo, II, 3-45; BR V, 210-255.
I
9 Formerly, 400 gan tas (t celemin) of ri ce was one
toston (4 reales), 40-50 gantas of rice were then one tost6n;
fowls had advanced to 2 reales apiece where they had been from
12-16 for one tost6n. BR V, 211.

10 The Pamnanga district supplied much of the rice,
wine, grain, anci fowls of the islands. ER IV, 80-81; V, 212.
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Pampanga to work the mines of Ilocos and therefore they were not
able to plant graln that year.

As a result there was a scarcity

of grain and many Indians died.

On one encomienda over one

thousand Indians had been lost.

Secondly, the Indians everwhere

were being used in so many occupations that they lofere not able too
produce the food needed.
the galleys and

~ragatas

For example, they l--lere sent to row in
and were gone sometimes for four or six

months; many Indians died as they were not used to that kind of
work.

Many ran away from their homes and hid in the mountains to

escape serving in the galleys.

Other Indians were used to cut

wood and haul it to the cities and thus were kept from harvesting
their crops.

The bishop mentions one case where he arrived at a

village to confirm some native converts, only to find that they

vlere all cutting wood in the forests; an order had been issued to
stop the religious instructions.

The third reason the bishop cite

for the scarcity of food and high prices was the increase of
government officials in the islands.

There used to be three or

our alcaldes mayores but there were then sixteen.
ad come with the governor and were his friends.

Most of these
They had been

upplementing their small salaries by speculating in the needed
rovisions.

Formerly the Indians had sold the food for very little

ut these Spaniards took the food and kept it until there was a
carcity, then charged high prices for it.
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Although the above reasons were important, Salazar also
blamed the scarcity on the harsh treatment of the natives by the
Spaniards.

He said the bad weather which hurt the crops was

payment for the misdeeds of the Spaniards.

They had taken natives

and placed them on the ships to row as if they were galley slaves.
Married men as well as single were taken and no thought was given
to the support of their families.

On these ships they were treate

like slaves altho1.lzh they were promised a small wage (four reales
a month).

This was seldom paid and when it was, the officials of

the villages (often their own cac{ques) from which they had been
taken often divided the money among themselves.

In all Pampanga

five or six thousand pesos had been taken and divided in this
manner.
The tribute, when it was produce, was collected at
harvest time, then later when it was more valuable the natives
had to buy it back at increased rates.
back with five or six

Sometimes natives bought

tost~s ~!hat they had sold for one.

The Bishop said that the Indians had no idea that the
Spaniards came to the islands for any other reason than to collect
tribute.

The Indians had been assigned to an encomendero as soon

as they were pacified.

The process of pacification according to

the Bishop was simply a matter of overcoming the Indians with forc
and demanding tribute

fro~

them.

Although the decree relating to

40

.

e!1comiendas said that the natives must be instructed in Christianity this fact was seldom alluded to; only the payment of the
tribute seemed important.
according to law.

Even that was not being collected

Eight reales

in gold or produce was the common

rate but those collecting were taking as much and the kind of
tribute they desired.

Not only was an unjust amount being taken,

but the methods employed were also most harmful.

Torture was ofter

used in exacting the amount desired from the chief.

One example

given was that of a native chief who had been crucified.

The

Spaniard responsible for it had been arrested by the justice and
fined fifty pesos as punishvnent--then set free.

The bishop cited

other examples of cruelty in the collection of tribute.

11

Salazar added that the Indians on the royal ~miendas
were worse off than those on the private encomiendas.
~ere

No Indians

harder worked or less free than those apportioned to the
One reason for this was fb.s:t·bfue tributes were

royal crown.

collected by servants of the governor who took the tribute for the
king and whatever they wanted for themselves.

It was not only

what they took, but the manner of collecting by these servants
~as harsh, Hhile once in a l-lhile a private encomendero took pity

pn the poor Indians and treated them a little kindly.12

11

Salazar to Philip II.

12

BR V, 233-234.

4; BR v, 224.

1583. Retana, Archivo, II,
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After an encomendero collected his tributes, he usually
eft the Indians without giving a thought to their need for
eligious instruction.

Except in the Manila district, where many

ad been converted by the friars, the trih..:cte was being exacted
rom infidels who neither knew nor understood the faith any more
they

h~d

one hundred years previous.

On account of the

reatment they had received fram the Spaniards they had even grown
o hate Christianity, or what they thought was Christianity.

Many

ad been converted to Mohammedanism because they said they were
etter treated by the preachers of Mohama than they were by the
hristians.

The bishop asked the king to remedy the frightful

onditions to prove that the king's purpose in sending the
paniards was truly to make God known to the infidels.
The bishop said that more was needed to right matters
han good laws, for he did not know of one decree issued for the
enefit of the Indians Hhich was be:L.'1g observed.

One thing that

ould help matters i~ the bishop's opinion would be a Protector of
he Indians, appointed by the bishop or the bishop and governor
ogether to see that the Indians' rights were defended.
Before his death, the governor had mentioned to the
ishop that he intertded to raise the tribute of the Indians by
two reales.

This additional money would be used to pay the

soldiers who had not received their wages.

The bishop said he
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did not think the natives

c~uld

give the increased tribute but

left the decision up to the king. 13
From the above letter, here summarized, the evils existing in the islands in 1583, are seen.

It was hoped that govern-

ment by an audiencia wou.ld help restore peace and order.

Prior

to this, the governor of the Philippines had been under the
audiencia of Mexic o.

As we ment ioned pre viously, Gabriel de

Rivera had gone to Spain in 1581, to request the establishment
14
of an audiencia. His memori al to the king
treated, among ether
things, the abuses which had occurred in the administration of the
.
15
encomlendas.
In it he petitioned the king to establish a royal
audiencia in Manila.

He asked that this audiencia be entrusted

with the supervision of the assignment of encomiendas, to see that
the laws regarding distribution were observed.

It should also see

that the alcaldes mayores remedy the abuses then existent in the
encomiendas and see that justice was done to the Indians.

13

He

Salazar to Philip II. 1583. Retana, Archivo, II,

44.

.
14 .Cite~ in C~ni~gharn, 45-46, ~ith ~ate Fe~. l~, 158~,
Rlvera to Phl1ip II. A. de I. 1-1-2/24; glven ln Spanlsh ln Colln,
Labor Evangllica, II, 669, with date "10 de Abril de 1583. tt
15 We find Rivera's name among those granted encomiendas
by Legazpi, Oct. 31, 1571. " ••• 4000 i9dios de Sogut (boca del rio
Araut) y Malpa ••• " Coli'n, Labor Evangelica, I, 157.
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also asked that the audiencia be allowed to hear cases appealed
from the alcaldes mayores and corregidores instead of allowing
these

S11

its to be heard by the governor or delayed by being sent

to Mexico.

Rivera, as had the bishop, recommended that a

Protector of the Indians be appointed.
A legal defender of the Indians was wanted in this case
to serve them in the courts. The bishop, at this time,
was protector of the Indians and in that capacity had
protested against the abuses of the encomenderos. The
bishop, of course, could not enter6the courts and
defend the Indians in litigation.
Cunningham summarized the need for an audiencia in
Manila entrusted with the powers outlined above by Rivera.

The

prime need rose out of the excesses of the governors and the
necessity of protecting all classes of society from his absolutism
these abuses called for a court nearer than New Spain.
merchant in his legitimate business needed the
sum~r'ary

The

prot~ction

of

law and order; relati ons between church and s tate needed

stabilizing.

Above all, the existing abuses in the administratio

of the provincial governments needed correcting.
The latter meant the assignment of encomiendas in
accordance with the law to deserving individuals instead
of to friends and relatives of the governors, or to other
prominent officials of the colony.
It also meant that
the natives on these encomiendaB should be protected
from the rapacity of the encomenderos. It was realized
that an effort should be made to insure the imparting
of religious instruction to the natives in partial return

16

Cunningham, Audiencia, 46, n. 21.
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for tribute paid by them. Finally, it meant the
establishment of a triblmal which would have power
to enforce the law •••• A tribunal ••• with authority to
intervene actively in affairs of government, checking
the abuses of the governors and protecting the community
from his absulutism.17
These were the hopes placed in the audiencia commission-

I

ed by the king in a cedula dated May 5th, 1583.

18

In the

instructions given to the audiencia considerable space is devoted
to the regulations concerning the Indians and their encomenderos.
The president and oidores were ordered to take great care in inforn
ing themselves of the crimes end abuses which had been or would
be

com~itted

against the Indians, both on the royal and private

encomiendas. The officials of the audiencia were made responsible
for seeing that the laws concerning the Indians were justly
carried out so that they would be treated better.

The Indians werE

to be instructed in the Catholic fai th and to be regarded a s the
King's free vassals.

The king and Council made i.t clear that

the laws concerning the Indians were to be the chief concern of
the audiencia •
... it is that for which we have chiefly to hold them
accountable, and tha t in which they are chiefly called
on to serve us. 1 9

17

Ib i d.,

L~ 7 •

18 Foundation of the Audiencia of Manila. Felipe II.
May 5, 1583. MF IV, A. de I~ 1-1-3-25; trans. in BR V, 274-318;
VI, 35-43; RecoE. lib. 2, tlt. 15, ley, 11.
19

MF IV, A. de I. 1-1-3/25. Item. 71.
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In addition to the above, the following provisions were
made: suits in which Indians were plaintiffs or defendants should
not be drawn out but promptly decided; in every village there was
to be a person appointed to give instruction in Christian doctrine
to the Indians; alcaldes mayores were ordered not to dispossess
the native caciques of their rule or authority.

The audiencia was

urged especially to "preserve the usages and customs of the
Indians when they are not plainly unJust," and to take care that
the same were preserved by the inferior jUdges. 20 A provision
was also made to protect the encomendero in the possession of
21
his Indians.
With these instructions to guide them the president,
governor and captain-general Santiago de Vera, and the oidores
22
of the royal audiencia arrived in Manila in May, 1584.
It
was formally established vrit h much solemni ty 'the following
month. 23
Though the audiencia was instituted with much pomp and
ceremony, and though all held high hopes for its success, it

20

Ibid., Item. 72.

21

Ibid., Item. 76.

22

I
/
MDrga, Sucesos, 22; Colln,
Labor Evangelica,
I,

171.

I
23 Descr;p~ion o£ the formal installation is printed in
Colln, Labor Evangellca, 11, 672.
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wasn't long"before the petitions were being sent to Spain asking
for its abolition. Vera wrote the Archbishop of Mexico on June 20,

1585, one year after he had taken office, asking him to use his
influence with the king to get Vera transferred from the Philippines. 24

The functions of the audiencia as a court had been clear·

ly defined and were dis t inctly understood.

Al though appeals "'Tere

made frem the audiencia to the Council of the Indies, there was
little dissatisfaction with the body in the exercise of its purely
legal functions.

Its value in protecting the natives on the

encomiendas was one of its advantages which was readily recognized
The chief objection to the audiencia developed as a result of its
interference in matters of government, administration, and
ecclesiastical matters.

Disputes arose between the governor and

oidores, between the bishop and the oidores, and among the oidores
themselves.

Lack of experience in the affairs of the Philippines

by the governor and magistrates was one reason f'or the unsatisfactory donditions; another reason was the confusion resulting
fro~

the articles of establishment of the audiencia as to its

extension of power in governmental and ecclesiastical affairs.

~R VI,

25

24 Vera to Archbishop of Hexico. Nanila, June 20, 1585.
65-75.

25 See Cunningham, Audiencia, 56-65, for various
complaints against the audiencia.
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Therefore, almost all elements in Philippine society
unit~d

to ask for the recall of the audiencia in a juhta held in

lVlanila starting April 20, 1586.

A statement of grievances was

drawn up, signed by the municipal cabildo, the bishop, the
governor, severa l

"d ores and some

o~

"lOt
~
ary

m~

0 ff""
~c~a 1 s.

26

Many of the requests of this memorial dealt directly
with the Indians, their tribute and the encomienda system.

One of

the requests asked for an increase in the rate of tribute from
eight reales to ten, provided that Indians were not compelled to
pay in any particular article.

;I'his increase was to help cover

the cost of religious instruction. 27

The king was asked to

provide that offices and encomiendas be assigned to old citizens
and soldiers not to friends and relatives of the governor. 28
Although the audiencia had been instructed to see to this matter,
their supervision had not proved effective.
The fourth chapter of this memorial deals with matters

26 Hemorandum of the various ;Joints presented by the
Jeneral Junta Of Manila to the Council so that in regard to each
the most afivisable reform may be ~nstituted. Manila, July 26,
1586. Colfn, Labor Evan g 61ica, I, 415-445; BR VI, 157-230.
Pastells has printed a series of Hemori als on pages 445-1+57, all
of which have the '3 Q'11e general tone as the on~ He summarize. For
a list of those present at this lunta see Col~n, Labor Evang61ica,
I, 332-340.

r

/

Evangeli~,

27

Colln, Labor

28

Ib id., I-J-19, n .1.

1,417, n.2.
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on which depended the stability and growth of the islands.

One

petition asked that encomiendas be granted Hith the condition that
a portion of land be cultivated by the
in either produce or animals.

enco~endero

and his Indians

It also seemed essential to the

writers that encomiendas contain at least eight hundred, or one
thousand Indians in order to cover the many expenses an

~~endffiD

had, such as taxes, tithes, defense, and religious instruction. 29
It was felt that small encomiendas could not provide enough

trib~

to cover those expenses and still give the encomendero some suPportlo
The fifth chapter dealt particularly with the Indians on
encomiendas.

In law suits jus tice for the Indian should be

summary and not drawn out.

They did not think the Indians should

have to pay f:ines Hhen convic ted of some wrong, but rather
penalties in use among Indians should be given, such as, lashes
or services in the ho~pitals.30
Another matter, in the words of the
attention and correction.

junt~,

needed serious

The collection of tributes by force

from the disaffected or never pacified encomiendas was causing
much harm in the country.

The memorial urged that severe penal tie.

be imoosed on those who only collected tribute by force and
left their encomiendas without giving any service.

29

Ibid., 426, n.l, n.5.

30

Ibid., 1+27, n.l.

t~en

The Indiana
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.

regarded such treatment "par robo" and the Spaniards "par
31
robadores."
This made pacification in thrne areas impossible.
Only part of the tribute should be collected when no
religious instruction was provided.

Without this instruction,
32
the natives were not truly pacified.
It was difficult to

provide instruction because the Philippines were islands; nevertheless, until it was provided, in the opinion of the junta, only
a small amount of tribute should be collected. 33

The memorial

stated that there existed a great lack of system and great
confusion in the present collection of tributes.

Many wrongs

,<

were being committed against the Indians because some encornendero
collected what they pleased, both in amount and kind. 34
Again petition was made that a legal Protector of the
Indians be appointed with a salary.

His duties would be to

defend the Indians in legal cases. 35
This memorial was signed on July 26, 1586, and entrusted

31

Ibid. , 427, n.2.

32

~.,

33

Ibid. , 427, n.3.

34

Ibid. , 434, n.2.

35

Ibid. , 427,

434, n.l.

n.4.
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to Father Alonso S~chez, S. J., whom the junta had unanimously
36
appointed to be its envoy to the king.
He arrived at court in
December, 15P 7, an d had an audience Hi th the king the following
month.

At that time he presented the documents we have mentioned,

along with his own memorial,37 to the king and the Council.
In June, 1588, Bishop Salazar sent another letter to
Spain.

He included with his own letter, a document prepared by

the cabildo of Manila in 1586. 38

These two docQments give infor-

mation not only on religious matters but also on the social and
economic conditi.ons of both Spaniard8 and natives in the islands~9
Manila in 1586, had eighty citizens.

Outside the city,

wi thin five leagues, there were 7,500 Indians; 1+,000 in royal
encomiendas and 3,500 belonging to four encomenderos.

There were

ten fris.rs and give more were needed to furnish sufficient

36

Col{n, Labor EVang(lica, I, 345 n.l.

31 Memorial of Father S~chez, Jan. 19, 1588. Col{n,
Labor Evangelica, I, 368-373. It c )ntains a wide variety of
information on the Philippines in 15R8.
38

See BR VII, 29, for discussion on date of this

document.
39 Salazar to Philip II. Manila, June 25, 1588; including the cabildo of Manila's letter to Philip II, Dec. 31, 1586.
Cart as de Indias, 637-652. The date printed in this collection
is 1585-,-but internal evidence seems to make 1586, the proper
date. This document enumerates the population (native a.nd
Spanish) for each island or province; the number of Spanish troops
the number of encomiendas and tributarios; the number of covents
and of religious and ecclesiastics, resident and needed; the
officials employed by the government. The figures vary little
from those of Loarca's letter but show a sli ht increase.
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.

religious instruction to the Indians.

Outside of the city there

were seven well populated provinces on the island of Luzon, three
were Spanish: Iloc08,

cagay~,

and Camarines. 40

On the whole,

there were 146,700 pacified tributarios in the islands; 28,700
pacified for royal encomiendas, 118,000 on private encomiendas.
There were 102 religious and 190 more were needed for the instruction of the Indians; this allowed for two religious for each
thousand tributarios (a little less than 4,000 people). According
to this document, adequate religious instruction would help
pacify many more natives, and the number of tributarios would be
increased from 146,700 to 200,000. 41
In his letter of June 27, 1588, the bishop complained
that the churches in the islands were very unkept and poorly
supplied with the necessary chalices and vestments.
two principal reasons for this disgrace.
not allowing the proper

a~ount

42

He cited

The encomenderos were

from their tribute for the church;

secondly, the majority of the encomiendas were too small to
support the encomenderos.
regard the things of

As a result, the natives had some to

God as of little value, seeing that the

Christians did so little to provide for their churches.

40

Cart~

41

Ibid., 647-648.

de Indias, 641.

42 Sala.zar to Philip II. Hanila. June, 1588. MF
de I. 68-1-32; BR VII, 64-76.

v, A.
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Th~

bishop also complained that the enco~enderos were

still keeping their Indians from religious instruction by keeping
them too busy in many occupations.

He advised the king not to

make more decrees and orders charging the good treatment of the
Indians, but rather to send a number of the best religious.

These

could deal with the natives, help pacify them, defend them from
the labors imposed by the Spaniards and from the outrages
committed against them by their encomenderos. 43
The complaints of the Bishop, together with the
memorials from the junta of Manila mentioned above led the king
and his Council to abolish the aUdiencia44 and experiment again
with the royal governor.
It is noteworthy that during this period of the first
audiencia we have no spokesman for the encomendero group in the
Philippines.
supports their

If there are any documents from this period which
~ide

of the argument over tributes, we have not

been able to locate any.
were silent or inactive.

This does not mean, however, that they
We shall see their reactions to the

reforms Salazar and the junta asked for in our next chapter.

43

Ibid.

41~ PPhilip to Dasmari~as. San Lorenzo, August 9, 1598.
pOl!n, Labor_Evangllica, II, 174 n.3- 175; Cunningham, Audiencia,
rl, citing 6edula of Aug. 9, 1589.

C:1APTER IV
1589-1597
The royal audiencia of Manila, consisting of three
magistrates and a fiscal, or prosecutor for the crown, was
replaced by a governor, who was both captain-general and sole
/
"
The new governor, Gomez Perez
Dasmarinas, arrived at
1
Manila, in May, 1590.
In the king's instructions to him are

judge.

found many of t he reforms asked for in the Memorial of the
2
junta of Manila in 1586.
The governor was ordered to see that a fitting
cathedral was built.
You shall apportion for this purpose the sum of 12,000
ducados, in three parts; one from my royal exchequer,
another from the encomenderos, and another from the
Indians, as is done in New Spain ••• 3

1 For events of Dasmp.ri~as' term see the following:
Morga, Sucesos, 25; Z~iga, Historia, 167; Col[~, Labor Evang61ica
2 Instructions to G6mez P'rez Das~ari~as, Philip II,
August 9, 15A9. MF V, A. de I. 105-2-11; printed in ColIn,
Labor Evang61ica III, 741 n.1-750; trans. in BR VII, 141-172.
3

Col(n, Labor Evang~lica, III, 742 n.3.
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Another provision ordered an increase in the rate of
tribute.
As each Indian's tribute has hitherto generally been
collected in pesos of.eight reales apiece, it should
reasonably be raised to the value of ten Castilian
reales to each of the said pesos--provided that the
Indian may not be forced to pay it in any designated
article, but only in money, :i.f he have it, or shall
choose to give it, or in some other article produced
by him, or in goods acquired in trade, 4according to
their valuation at the time of pa~~ent.
This increased tribute was alloted for a special purpose: 2
reale s were to go to the r:)yal tre asury ,:)n6 -half -real to be lwed.
to pay the obligations of the tithes, the other one and one-half
for the pay of soldiers stationed in the islands.

The encomendero

were obliged to pay for the necessary religious instruction and
the building of the cathedral from the remaining eight reales. 5

4 Ibid., n.6; Recop. lib. 6, t{t. 6, ~ 65; J:.1allat,
Phillppines, r,-li:'l. Cunningham TA'Udiencia, 60) has given a short
history of the change in 8m r )unt of tribute demanded; he is not
quite accurate nor complete in this matter. By the above order
tribute was raised from 8 to 10 reales. On June 20, 1591,
DasmariYlas speaks of the tribute as again set a 8 reales (MF VI
A. de I. 67-6-6; BR VIII, 159); 11')'e can find no document authorizing this a~ount. In 1593, the king again mentioned the tribute
as being raised to 10 reales (MF VII, A. de I. 105-2-11; BR VIII,
305). However, in instructions to Gov. Tello in 1596, the king
again speaks of 8 reales as the rate of tribute (MF VII, A. de I.
105-2-11). On February 16, 1602, the rate w~s again restor 7d in
the Philippines to 10 reales b Philip III. (Recop. lib.6,tlt.5,
ley 65).
---/
Labor
5 Colln,

'"

Evangelic~,

III, 742 n.6.-743.
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Th'e governor was forbidden to grant encorr:iendas to his
relatives, friends,

or servants.

Those holding encomiendas were

not to be granted any additional Indians until the long list of
deserving men be granted them.

The instructions even included a

list of those to whom encomiendas should be given; these were
mostly soldiers, no government officials or clergy.

6

In these instructions to the governor an order was
given to provide the encomendero with land to cultivate.
It was also petitioned in behalf of the said islands
that now and hencefurth, the enccmiendas be given under
the obligation and condition that the encomendero shall
work some land, and assist the farmers and Indians so
that they also may work and cultivate the soil. You
shall strive to begin this, and shall give lands and
homsteads, farms and horses, for breeding and farming,
to the settlers and farmers, without any prejudice to
the Indians. 7
There is nothing in the above order to indicate that the
nature of the encomienda had been altered.

Encomenderos were

not given land as part of their grant of encomienda, nor were they
being given the land of the Indians.

This was simply an effort

on the part of the crown, to induce the Spaniards themselves,
to use the land instead of depending completely on the produce

6 Ibid., 743 n.12; List of those to whom encomiendas
should be given: Ibid., 744, n.13.
7

Ibid., 745, n.25.
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of the Indians for support.

Since the beginning of Spanish

colonization in the Ne11 \vorld, there had been this trouble.
Namely, once the Spaniard arrived in the nel-J lands, he immediately
'lrTanted to leave his occupation, no matter what it had been in
Spain, and become a gentleman in the New World.

Artisans and

farmers became caballeros who felt it beneath them to do manual
labor and thus became part of the unproductive population. 8
With regard to the request that the size of encomiendas
be increased the orders were less definite.

It had been requested

that those \\Tho had small encomiendas be allowed to sell them as
they could not provide for all the expenses of the grant.
the king would not allow.

This

He did order, however, that in the

future, encomiendas be granted with enough tributes to cover the
cost of the tithes, religious instruction for the natives, and
~aintenance

for the encomenderos.

The governor

HCS

ordered to

take the utmost care that Indians were established in settlements
which had adequate instruction. 9

This was nothing more than a

restatement of the governor's obligation to see to the religious
instruction of the Indians.

8 In a letter to the king in 1590, Biship Salazar states
this same idea: "When a man comes to this country, even if he were
a beggar in Spain, here he seeks to be a gentleman, and is not
willing to work but desires to have all serve him; and so no one
will do any labor ••• " NF, A. de 1. 68-1-32; trans. in BR VII, 255.
f3ee also Simpson, Encomienda, 8; Hanke, Justice, 66-71.
9

Colfn, Labor Evangtlica, III, 746 n. 28.
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The king ordered th8t the governor find a solution to
the harm. being done in the collection of the tributes.
been told of the poor

syste~

He had

rollowed in the collections; of the

disobedience to his laws; of the harms done to Indians in areas
not even pacified, and where they were being given no religious
instruction.

After consulting with the bishop the governor was

ordered to carry out his "resolution into prompt and vigorous
execution, in order that so great and injurious annoyances
10
cease. 1t

~ay

With regard to the custom of demanding scarce goods
in payment of the tribute so that the tribute had really amounted
to more than eight reales, the king ordered that the governor
"check this lawlessness and excess."

The tribute was to be paid

in either coin, go11 or produce equivalent to ten reales and no
more. ll
II

The matter of reI igious instruction was also provided
for ..
Since, besides the obligation to procure the welfare of
those souls, their cQQversion, instruction, and teaching
which should be the chief motivating force; and since
even for temporal considerations, the peace and tran-

10

Ibid., n. 30.

11

Ibid.,

749,

n.

49.

I
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quility of the islands, so that those pacified should
not revolt and those in revolt should be subdued, the
best method is that of instruction ••• for which the
common treatment, mildness, upright life and counsels of
tte religious and ministers of the gospel incline and
regulate their rrinds; therefore, I charge you that after
consulting with the bishop you shall, in my name, provid
what is adviseable in this, so that the necessary
instruction may be furnished, that my own !~nscience,
the bishop's and your own may be relieved.
We have given this lengthly quotation because it states so well
the attitude of the crown toward religious instruction.

This

duty was very real to the king; upon it depended his very title
to the new lands by the Pope, and to keep his claim legal as new
lands came to him, he had to see to their Christianization.
was not enough, to conquer by force.

It

As we noted previously, the

Spanish crown had a policy of "pacification" and not forceful
subjugation.

Lands conquered by force of arms could not be

legally claimed and it was important to the crown to have legal
title to the new lands.

This desire for legality is a most

interesting characteristic of the sixteenth century Sp~niard.13
When Bishop Sal azar he aId of the ins tructions given to
Dasmari'flas he -wrote to the king, commenting on some of them. 14
He said that if the king were present and could see the poverty

12

Ibid., n.48.

13

Hanke, Justice, 6.

14 Salazar to Philip II. June 24, 1590.
68-1-32; trans. in BR VII, 239-250, 251-261.
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.

of the Indians, "no orders would be given to increase the tributes
of these miserable people, but rather they would pay lAss.,,15
He wrote in this letter his hopes that the governor would remedy
the great disorder in which the tributes were then being collected
The bishop again pleaded with the king-to send at least
three hundred religious to care for the instruction of the natives
Although he said that this number w0uld not be completely enough
still great results could be expected if such a group were sent.
First, the king would be fUlfilling his obligation to provide
religious

instruction.

eight had no instruction.

Of the ten divisions of the bishopric,
Some of these provinces had been paying

tribute for more than twenty years without having received any
other advantage "than to be tormented by the tribute and afterwards going to hell. n16

Secondly, the natives 1tlould more easily

be pacified by the religious and then greater tribute could
justly be collected.
In a letter Salazar had just received from the king he
had been charged with the protection of the Indians of his
bishopric.

He thanked the king for this duty.
I was burdened with the S8P1e respon8ibilit~r, and with
this commission I s~all have, as your Majesty says,

15

Ibid., BR VII, 240.

16

Ibid., BR VII, 258.
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more authority in order to render aid.

17

He said that without this order from the king, he had not been
able to do much for the Indians.

This does not mean the king had,

as yet, appointed a legal Protector of the Indians.

The bishop

said he 1i-Jas concerned about how he would pay for the expenses
connected with the office, for he would have need of a notary,
interpreter, and lawyer to plead the suits in court.
18
bishop could not do.

This the

By the royal instructions given to Dasmari~as, the
governor and bishol) were ordered to consult together in providing
for new solutions to two important matters; the collection of the
tribute and religious instruction to the Indians.

These two

questions were intimately connected, for on the one depended the
other.

Both leaders, ecclesiastical and secular, were concerned

because the solutions must touch the souls of the natives and
the economic and social well being of the islands.
must be just to satisfy their consciences,

The solutions

a'1d practical so that

it would be possible to enforce their decisions.

We find in the

correspondence between these two leaders their dlScussions,
and disagreements.

They were never to agree.

17

Ibid.

18

Ibid.; BR VII, 259-260.
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1:Jri ting in January, 1592,19 the bishop designated the
following divisions of

tion.

enco~iendas:

1.

Those who h3d had and still had religious instrnction.

2.

Those who had never had nor did they then have instruc-

a. Those who had received no benefits at all frOD, the
Spaniards but :vho had been cl):npelled to })3. J" tribute.
b. Those who had not had instruction, but had received·~
from their encomenderos, or by means of the'TI, some tem;::>oral
advantages, which tended tOHard spiritual benefits, which
prepared them, so that they ~~ght be instructed, and one might
Ii ve aPlong them in s ecuri ty.
In his opinion the class (2-a) which had not done any good for the
Indians, should not be able to collect any tribute.

Those (2-b)

who had given some service; who had by their contact through trading and the like, ·9acified the natives to the extent that lt VIas
safe to go among t~em; to these, he would grant same tribute. In
this same class belonged those encomiendas in which some civil
justice had been established.

He suggested that from such

encorniendas one-half of the tribute could be collected if the
encoYr'iendas Here small, and one -third, if the encomiendas were
larger.
~r!1aller

Salazar'11ade this distinction in size because he felt the
encomiendas Hould not sUPl)Ort the l.r encomendero on one-

third of the tribute.

19 Salazar, January 1,1591. MF.V,.A. de 1. 613-1-32;
IPrinted in Colin, Labor Evangelica, I, 603, n.1-605; trans. in
~R VII, 268-276.
20

Ibid.; Col{n, Labor Evang~lica, I, 603.
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To collect the tribute the following conditions had to
be observed:

1. Encomenderos had to do all in their power to establish
sufficient reliGious ins truc t ion in the ir encomiendas.
2. In case reli~lous could not be found at once, there
should be defini te laws 20verning how the encomenderos were to
reside in their enco~iendas.

3. In the encomiendas of the king, ~~d in those of
encomenderos who should not be allowed to reside in their
encomiendas because of the abuses, there should be someone
appointed, approved by the bishop to fulfil the o~ligations of
the encomendero by the law of God and his Hajes ty.
We note that Salazar makes reference to encomenderos
living on the encomiendas.

Some of the encomenderos, hoping to

reduce their expenses had gone to live in the encomiendas.

There

they employed
the Indians in the service of the~selves, their families
and their houses, taking away their possessions at the
lowest prices •..• They care nothing for instructing the
nati ves or setting them good examples, or preparing them
to receive baptism; on thA co~trary they exasperate the
Indians with their harsh treatment and cause them to
abhor the law of God. 22
This must not be misinterpreted. to me an that the Spaniard "lived
on" his encoMienda as if it were land.

21

Rather, it was the custom

Ibid.; Col{n, Labor Evang{lica, I, 604.

22 " ••• con sus malos tratamientos hazen que aboriezcan
la ley de Dios. 1I Ibid.: ibid.
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to grant in "encomienda a whole village of Indians and the
encomenderos here

~entioned

village eranted them.

were those who went to live in the

Actually, it was the tribute of the

Indians in the villaee that had been granted them.
In this same written opinion, Salazar urged that small
encomiendas be made into large ones, as it was most difficult to
establish religious instruction on the small ones. 23
On January 18, 1591, the bishop and theologians of the
Philippines published a doclwent presenting twenty-five conclusions they had reached on the collection of tributes. 24

Some

of the conclusions duplicate those of the bishop which we have
already noted.

In addi t ion the followin[ principles were advanced

We give them here in summary.
1. Restitution must be made for all tribute taken before
any service had been rendered; anything above one-half taken
before religious instruction was provided \-1as to be returned.
2. Full tribute should not be collected from infidels who,
after hearing the religious instruction, rejected it.

3. Suf':fic;tent ministers should:'beprovided'so that they
might give more individual attention to the converts.

23

Ibid.; CaIrn, Labor Evang~lica, I, 605.

24 Summary of the decision reached by the Bishop of
these Philippine Islands, and the other theologians of this
bishopric, conerning the collection of the tributes therein.
Mani~a, January 18, 1591. MF V, A. de I. 68-1-32; Printed in
Colin, Labor Evang6lica, I, 605-608; trans. in BR VII, 276-288.
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4. Encomenderos should not seize chiefs and hold them
prisoners until they paid the tribute of all their subjects.

5. Encomenderos should not try to save on expenses by
providing too few instructors.
6. "Ene omenderos should not cons ider themsel ve s the lords
of the Indians, but rather their attorneys, tutors, and
protectors. Encomiendas are instituted for the good of the
Indians, not the encomendero."25
~
26
Dasmarinas wrote to Salazar in answer to the above.
The point of difference between the two authorities seemed to be
the pacified encomiendas which had only been provided with
"justice."

He thought that in those encomiendas where only part

of the tribute could be collected, three-fourths should be
collected for expenses and one-fourth for religious instruction.
This one-fourth "'!QuId be returned to the Indians when there were
no

re11~1ous

available to provide religious instruction.

All

encomiendas should give the same percentage of tribute when only
part was to be collected.

The Indians on small encomiendas should

not be penalized by having to pay more.

The governor agreed that

tribute should be ('1011ected without harm to the Indians, without
soldiers or guns.

Encomenderos should be allowed to live among
27
their Indians and should give them good example and justice.

25

Ibid.; COl!n, Labor Evang(lica, I, 606.

26 Dasmarinas
'" to Salazar. 1591. MF, A. de I. 68-1-32;
trans. in BR VII, 294-300.
27 This is the same problem as is found throughout
the Spanish colonies. The bishop and friars wanted to segregate
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The governor added that to execute the perfect theories
of the bishop would be almos t irr..?os sible, as the encomenderos
had to be supported by tribute or they would leave the islands.
The governor pointed out to the bishop that the encomenderos had
to be treated with kindness and understanding as well as the
Indians.

He concluded that for the time being things would
remain as they were until he had contacted the king again. 28
On February 8th, Salazar again wrote the governor
concerning the amount of tribute to be collected from encomiendas
··
. t ruc t lone
.
29
lns
wi th ou t re 1 19lOUS

It was his opinioh that

encomenderos could easily live on one-third of the tributes and
that there was no danger of them abandoning their holdings.

He

again urged the governor to reform the abuses practiced by the
encomenderos because the chief obstacle to the conversion of the
natives was the injustice of the encamenderos.

If the

encomende~

the Indians to keep them away from the bad example of the
Spaniards. The Spaniards, on the other hand, wanted to use the
Indians. Here the governor sides with the encomenderos. Actually,
there was a law forbidding encomenderos to live on their
encdiiendas.(Recop. lib. 6, t!t. 9, ~ 11, 13; SOldrzano, II, 31~
318). There was also a law saying that the Indians had no
o~ligation to work in the homes of the encomenderos. (Recop. lib.6
tlt. 9, ~ 12; S016rzano II, 297.
---28 Dasmari~as to Salazar. 1591. MF. V, A. de I. 68-132; trans. In BR VII, 294-300.
29 Salazar to Dasmari'f'las. Feb. 8, 1591. MF V, A. de I.
6 0 -1-32; BR VII, 304-312.
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were allowed to collect three-fourths of their tribute they would
never provide for religious instruction.

The bishop added that

others supported theMselves without any encomiendas so certainly
those who had them should have been well off.

Ee complained that

the orders of the king and governor had been systematically
violated or ignored; no one was punished for breaking the laws
but the natives, who were often justiried in doing so.
The city officials and encomenderos presented a petitio
to the governor on February 15th, complaining of the pressure
exerted upon them by the clergy and friars to prevent the collection of the tributes. 30 They had gained their encomiendas, poor
as they were, by service to Spain and the king, with much hardships.

Now they were asking the governor to secure an order from

the king so that they could collect the. tributes without eccles iastical interference, or else to permit them to return to Spain.
This is a most interesting document because, to our
knoHledge, it is the only one available in which the encomenderos
present their side of this controversy during this period.

We

usually have only the writings of the bishops and Spanish
officials to base our history on.

30 Pet it ion ••. to the Govern or by the city and the
enco.'TIenderos. Feb. 15, 1591. MF, A. de I. 68-1-32; printed in
ColIn, Labor Evang~lica, I, 608; trans. in BR VII, 301-304.
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Finally, on February 28th, the governor issued a
decree for the collection of tributes whicp was to settle the
matter until the king issued permanent orders. 31

The decree may

be summarized as fnllOl,·Js:
1. Entire tribute may be collected in encomiendas which have
both justjce and religious instructions for both believers and
non-believers. Encomenderos were bound to support the ministers
of religion who belonged in their encomiendas. They must provide
promptly the funds for reI igious instruction, building and upkeep
of the churches, or lose their grants.
2. Where there was justice, but no religious instruction
through lack of ministers, three-fourths of the tribute could be
collected; the fourth part should ~e given back to the Indians.
3. No tribute could be collected in encomiendas which on
account of the remoteness had neither justice nor religious
instruc ti on, until rna tters were c:-:anged.

4. In enco~iendas which were rljsaffected or which had never
Ibeen pacified no tribute might be collected. Unless they were
!pacified and then rose in unj1,ist revolt; then part tribute might
·be taken "irfrecognition."32
Efforts would be made to provide justice in the nonpacified encomiendas so that the tribes would not rise in
revolt.

When these had been pacified, three-fourths of the

tribute might be collected.
If the encomenderos exceeded the proscribed tribute
in their collections, they would be fined five hundred pesos and

31 Order issued by the Governor for collection of the
tributes. Feb. 28, 1591. riF V, A. de 1. 613-1-32; printed in
Colfn, Labor EV&ng~lica, I, 612-613; trans. in BR VIII, 27-32.
32

Ibid.
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half the expenses of any wars of rebellion caused by their
abuses of the natives.
ness.

Collections should be made with gentle-

The Indians were to be allowed to pay their tribute in

goods or money of their own choosing.
The governor was sending a copy of his decree to the
king for his approval.
The bishop did not give his approval to the governor's
orders.

He wrote March 4th, that permission should not have

been gra..."lted to collect three-fourths of the tribute wi thout
providing religious instruction.

This placed

gre~ter

importance

on civil justice than on the conversion of the Indians; one33
fourth was not enough to grant for religious purposes.
Dasmarinas wrote to the bishop on March 6th, trying
to explain his views on the bishop's objections.

He assured

the bishop that he placed religious instruction as the chief
aim of the colonization, but that it was not the only purpose.
The tribute in the Philippines was very moderate compared to
that of the natives in New Spain; in the Philippines it was
one peso while in New Spain it was from three to

fout'
,I

33 Salazar to Dasmari~s. March 4, 1591. MF V,
A. de I. 68-1-32; trans. in BR VIII, 32-34.

"I

i

,I
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.

The establishment of justice was very important in
keeping down revolts and in civilizing the natives.

But civil

servants had to be paid and they required more than the friars.
The governor cited as an example his own salary (12,000 pesos)
as compared to that of the bishop (2,000).

While his was the

greater salary, the dignity of the bishop's office was, in
Dasmari~as' words, the ~ore worthy of esteem.

Further correspondence was carried on between thene
two but it seems merely restatements of their positions which

ne ither liould c r.ange. 35

34 Dasmari~as to Salazar, March 6, 1591. MF V. A. de
I. 68-1-32; trans. in BR VIII, 34-38. Dasmari~as' claim that
the tribute in the Philippines was lower than that of New Spain
seems correct at this time. Fray Juan Zap'ta, Bishop of
Guatemala from abou1 1570 to 1630, reported the tribute in New
Spaih as eight tostones or thirty-tl'l/o reales of silver.
(So16rzano, I, 321). The peso of tribute in the Philippines was
eight reales; the three or four pesos Dasmari~as mentioned as
tribute in New Spain would equal about the thirty-two reales
or eight tost6nes Friar Zap~ta reported. (tost6n = L~ reales;
one peso • 8 realesl.
15 This correspondence is translated in BR VIII,
38-69; Col~ reprints a list of the correspondence concerned
in this dispute, Labor Evang61ica, I, 620.

?O
Dasmari~as wrote the king, June 20th, 1591,36 and
described his conflict with Salazar; he summarized their
correspondence, and sent copies of it so that the king could
see the auglWents presenteQ on both sides.

He pointed out that

not all the religi ous agreed with the bis hop in his tbeorie s on
tribute.

He asked some Augustinians, Franciscans, and Jesuits to

give their opinions and they differed from those of Salazar.

They

said that in encomiendas where religious instruction was provided
tribute might be collected entirely from both Christians and
infidels.

Where there was

j~stice

but not religious instruction

these fathers agreed that three-fourths could be collected. 3 ?
The governor followed this

opinio~

when he made the decrees of

which he was sending a copy to the king.

It was the governor's

opinion that the tribute, if collected justly, could not bee too

II

great a strain on the Indians as they were paying eight reales
whereas in New Spain they paid from twenty-four to thirty-two. 38
I

36 Dasmari~a s to Phili p II, Hani la, )"une 20, 1591.
MF VI, A. de 1. 67-6-6; printed in part in Colln, Labor Evang~lica
I, 613-615; trans. in BR VIII, lL~2-168.
---

~II

37 BR VIII, 1 56 ; Doclwent referred to trans. in BR
VII, 312-318. Opinions of the Religious. MF V, A. de 1. 6 r -l- 32.

i
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e6ge:61to document •.

is

printed
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38 Dasmari~as to Philip II. Manila, June 20, 1591.
MF VI, A. de I. 67-6-6; trans. in BR VIII, 159.
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With the above mentioned documents, the governor was
also sending to the king a detailed account of the encomiendas
in the Philippines.

He was doing

t~is

so the king might be aware

of the present state of thiags and could, therefore, provide the
necessary laws, and also send the needed
instruction.

~inisters

of religious

In this document is listed the number of royal and

priva te encOOliendas, t hose pacified and hos tile, those ""i th
instruction and v-rithout instruction. The names of encomenderos
were included as well as the number of tributarios, religious
ministers and magistrates in each encomienda. 39 It is an
important document in our study as it indicates the growth of the
encomienda~system

in the twenty years vIe have thus far covered.

The encomiendas of Manila, its coast and the opposite
shore had 9,410 whole tributes which represented about 36,640
Indians.

According to this document there were thirteen

ministers of instruction which, the governor's opinion stated,
seemed ample.
Counting the island of Luz66 and the other islands that
were pacified there were 166,903 whole tributarios; each
tributario included husband, wife and children.

Therefore, there

39 Account of the Encomiendas in the Philippine
Islands. May 31, 1591, printed in Retana, Archivo, IV, 41-111;
trans. in BR VIII, 97-lLl-1.
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were about 616,612 souls in the provinces pacified which were
entrusted to enconenderos.

The following are figures quoted

from this document: 40
Whole tributarios
Souls
Number of religious
Number of religious needed
King's encomiendas
Private encomiendas
Alcaldes mayores
Deputies

166,903
667,612
140
161
31
236
12
12

These figures show an increase in tributarios since l5R6, from
146,700, to 166,903; there were then 102 religious and 190 were
~eeded

as compared to 140 religious and a stated need for 161

more in 1591.41
The

doct~ents

were all sent to the king in 1591, but

the governor received no answer from Philip II until 1593.
~eanti~e,

his difficulties with the bishop continued.

In the

Salazar

!finally left the lJhilj ppines in 1592, to take hi s complai~l.ts

~irect]y to the king. 42

40

Retana, Arcbivo, IV, Ill.

41 Cartas de Indias, 6L1-7-648. Salazar had indicated
~n 1588 that at least two religious were needed for each thousand
~ributarios, a little less than 4,000 people.
42 Bishop Salazar cy.ed in Hadrid, Dec. 4, 1594. For
piographical data see Concepci6n, Philipinas, II, 192-194;
~olrn, Labor Evang61ic a, I, 16L~ n. 4; Cartas de. Indias, 837-838.
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The king v.Jrote to Dasrr:arihGs in 1593,43 assuring him
!among other things that he would send as many religious as
possible.

He clarified the raise in tribute; he intended two

reales to be added to the current tribute whatever it happened to
be.

In this letter he also ordered the governor to appoint a

protector of the Indians.
The protection and defense of the Indians was entrusted
by us to the Bishops of the Philippines; but having
recognized that the latter cannot fonform to the demand~
autos and judicial summons which require their personal
presence, \-Ie order that our president-sovernor shall
narle a protector and defender of the Indians, assignlng
to him a sufficient salary from the taxes ~asaj11evied
pro-rata upon the Indians ••.• And we declare that this
does not signify that it is our intention to deprive
ti'.e bishops of the superintendence and protection of
the Indians in general.44
In June 1593, DasmariEas again wrote the king on
affairs in the Philip)ines J~5

Among other things, he mentioned

that instead of collecting the tribute in eIther money or produce,
only produce was

t~en

being accepted •

••• for since the Indian sees that he can pay his tribute
1rJi th ten reales which he makes lIil one day's Hork, all
the rest of the year he makes merry and spends his
time in idleness and leisure ••.• Therefore, they do not
sow their fields, raise animals, weave their cloth or
cultIvate the fruits of the earth.i..J- 6

1-1-3 Philip II to Dasm::'.ri'i1as, 1'ladrid, Jan., 17, 1593.
~F VII, A. de I. 105-2-11: trans. in BR VIII, 301-311.
I
Ibid.; Recop. lib.6, tlt.
6, lel 6.

44

45 Dasm9.ri~as to Philip II. :'1anila, June 20, 1593.
1F VII, A. de 1. 1-)..-3/25; extracts from this lett8r printed in
Polfn, Labor Evangelica, I, 622-623; trans. in BR IX. 5 r'-68.
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Trade was being ruined, the re was not er:o:lgh food, 8.nd prices
were too high.

Therefore, they were going to take only produce as

tribute to force the nat ives to \'Jork ag'ain.
~til

They would do this

the king ordered otherwise.
In this sa~e letter Dasmari~as suggested a plan for

~oing

away vdth the abuses connected with the collection of tribute.
I have thought that it might be a good plan to have the
tributes of all the encomiendas collected in your
Majesty's n~~e, and placed in the royal treasury; then
they could be qaid out from it to the encomenderos. By
this method innunlerable actllr of tyranny and insolence
would be avoided \'Jhich can not be remedied, especially
in encomiendas distant fro:n here, 100, 150, or 200
leagues •••• Thus all the encomiendas would have but one
master and true proprietor---namely, your Majesty.47

The outcome of thi s suggested sys tem Hould have
~othing

more than a pension

syste~,

a~ounted

to

in the French sense of pension.

Before Dasmari~as received a reply from the king, he

~as killed in October, 1593.48 His son, Luis ptrez became governor
Upon hearing of Dasmari.~as' death, the king appointed

gg interim.

46 Ibid.; BR IX, 64.
nention where the natives earned
probably refers to their trading
.l-heir most lucritive occ,:pation;
vheir habit of panning silver or
47

III

Although Dasmarinas does not
ten reales in one day, he
with the Chinese as this was
he might also be referring to
gold from some of their rivers.

Ibid.

48 Dasmari~as was leading an expedition to conquer the
Port of Terrenate in Maluco. He was killed on board ship when the
phinese r01r.Jers mutinied. ZU!1iga, Historia, 172; l\1orga, Sucesos,
~O-32.
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/

Don Francisco Tello de Guzman governor of the Philippines.
The king's instructions to Tello, dated TIay, 1596,49
contained some orders concerning the encomiendas.
last document He shall exarnine in detail.
this document are
Dasmari~as.

~imilar

This is the

The provisions given in

to those instructions given to Governor

The form of the encomienda had become a rather stable

thing, and it seamed not to change much from this time to its
final abolition in the eighteenth century.
In these orders, tho governor was instructed to wo:>k in
parmony with the newly re-establlshed audiencia)O and the bishop
for the good of the islands.

The king mentioned that he had sent

~54 religious to the islands in 1594, and then he was sending 110

nore.

He charged the neH governor to see to the cO!lversion and

instruction of the natives as his most important duty.

In

connection with this he was to consult with the bishop and
religious superiors.

49 Philip II to Tello. Toledo, May 25, 1596. MF VII,
A. de I. 105-2-11; trans. in BR IX, 218-258.
50 Philip II to Tello. Nov.26, 1595. MF VII, A. de I.
05-2-11:111 established an audiencia in that city and province in
order till t everything might be governed by means of it, and that
justice might be administered with the same universal equality,
nildness and satisfaction; after its establis~ment I ordered it
suppressed as experience proved it unnecessary in a land so ~ew
and unsettled; in its place I sent a governor and though his
administration was excellent, yet, inasmuch as that community had
~rown, and I hope will continue to grow, I have again thoU~ht it
p.dvisable to found and establish the said audiencia again.'
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There had been some question as to whether or not
tr:i.butes could be collected from the infidels before they had
[become Christians.

The king ordered that tribute be collected

from all the natives on pacified encomiendas.

not to be taxed for their conversion.

The Christians were

He furthered ordered that:

••• among those Indians who should not have any instruction, the portion be applied to that purpose should
upon collection be kept in separate account for so~e
hospitals as a means of benefit for the said Indians.5~
~he

governor was forbidden to grant enco~iendas to friends,

relatives or gov'3rnment officials.
You shall grant the encomiendas to soldiers who shall
have lived in the islands in actual military service
and duty, always giving the preference to those who
merit it with most cause ••• it is not right that those
who go last should profit by the sHeat of another's
labor.52
He again ordered Tello, as he had Dasmari~as, to encourage the
lenco~enderos,

farmers, and Indians to cultivate some land. He was

~o

grant lands, homesteads, and animals for breeding and farming

~o

those who would work the land.
He again refused to allow small encomlendas to be sold

but did allol"[ that upon the death of an encomendero of a small
encomienda, his grant might be united to another small one.

New

51 Philip II to Tello. May 25, 1596. MF VII, A.de I.
105-2-11; trans. in BR IX, 227.
52

Ibid.
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encomiendas

~hould

be large enough to cover expenses and also

support the encomendero.

The Indi e.ns had to be provided vrith

adeouate instruction.
In as much as this is the most important matter there,
and one to which you must attent with special care and
attention, as it concerns the v.lelfare of souls and the
Christianity of the Indians •••• Wherever the produce
and revenues of any encomienda do not suffice for the
encanendero and for the instruction, you shall give
preference to the instruction, even though the
encamendero be left without resource.53

Dasmari~as hal written the king that only produce was
being accepted for the tribute but the king ordered in these
instructions that the Indian be allowed to choose what he would
pay in --either money or produce.
Equipped with these, and other detailed instructions,
Don Francisco Tello arrived in Hanila, June 1, 1596, to take
over his government. 54

53

Ibid.

54 For events of Tello's term see Morga, Sucesos,
#t •
Zunlga, Historia, 180.
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSION
As we have seen, the Spanish crown provided minute
~egislation

covering the operation of the encanienda systen: in the

~ew

In doing this the crown had two purposes: First, it

vJorld.

~esired

to further the material and spiri tual welfare of the

~ndians

and

~

preve~t

their mistreatment, by enforcing adherence to

strict code on the part of the encomenderos.

prown was

determL~ed

Secondly, the

to prevent the development in the New World

pf a hereditary, feudal, or semi-feudal, linded aristocracy which
pould oppose the royal absolutism of the Hapsburgs. 1

The origin of

encomienda system may be traced back to the feudal system from

~he

~hich

it grew, but having won superiority over the feudal lords

n Spain, the crown had no desire to renew the strugBle in the
~is

tant lands it was acquiring.

~ewarding

The systE;lm proved useful in

the Spaniards for their services to the crown, and in

lolding the new lands for Spain, as well as helping to civilize and
phristianize the natives.
~ncomenderos

r; t1em

Whenever the crown felt that the

were gaining too much power, it stepped in to curb

wi th more laws.

1

Chamberlain, "Repartimiento-Encomienda, If 31.
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I~ the Recopilaci~n, libro 6, especially titulos 8,9,
and 11, and in Solo'rzano ' s Pol{t;ica Indiana, libro 3, are found
2
~ost of the laws made concerning the encomienda system.
Many
of these placed limitations on the encomendero.
~entioned,

Some we have

for example, the encomendero was forbidden to live on

his encomienda; to OHn the lands of his Indians; after l5L12, to
~se

the personal services of his Indians.

The encoMendero had

the duties of defending his Indians, seeing to their Christianization, helping to pay for the errection of Churches, a nd of
defending the new lands against foreign aggression.
also iMposed taxes on the encomendero.
~ayments

The crown

These included half-annates

for the support of the fleet and soldiers, assessments

to pay the salaries of the Council of the Indies, and also a
~a;;rment

of the royal treasury.

'l'hese expenses gres.tly diminshed

the actual money value of the tribute gr~~ted the encomendero. 3
To insure that the grant of encomienda did not take on the
~ereditary

~eriod

of time governed by the terms of the grant and not by the

~xisting

an

aspects of feudalism, the grant was made for a definite

laws on inheritance. During the period of our study,

en.9_2~.!.~:g.g13.-

in the Philippines was granted for two lives.

2

Recopilacitn, II; So16rzano, II.

3

Zavala, New Viewpoints, 91.
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That is, on the death of the encomendero, his son, or surviving
iheir, would inheri t. the grant, but on the latter's death the
encomienda would revert to the crown or be reapportioned to another
deserving person. 4

Though the encomendero did leave his grant to

one heir on his death, during his lifetime he could not dispose
of his tribute rights to another person.
~s

5

All these laws had,

we said, the double purpose of protecting the Indians, and

~imiting

the powers of the encomenderos.
We smi in the first period of colonization in the

Philippines a fast gr01-rth of the encomienda system. Legazpi used
the grant freely to reward his soldiers;Lavezaris followed his
example.

When Sande arrived in

1575,

he complained that enco-

tniendas had been granted so fast that many were not even then
pacified, and he began an effort to re-establish order; for this
p.e was mos t unpopular in the islfU1ds.
~rowth

rlaS

As the crown saw the fast

of the colony, and realized that the military government

not sufficient for t he island domain, it appointed

audiencia.

The abuses of the encolliienda system were cited as one

r-eason for the establishment of the audiencia.
~nd

~hat

a royal

Both encomende!'os

Indians needed a court of law closer to the Philippines than
of New Spain.

4
5

Most authorities agree that as a court of

BR XIX, 273.
Recop. lib. 6, t1t. B, leyes 16-17.
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.

the first audiencia was a

s~;ccess.

Where the .9.1J.:iiencia failed

in its unfamiliarity "'lith the Philippines and in the adminisrative fields where it conflicted with the grHrernor and bishop.
~iven

instructions to the audiencia, the crown had
for the administration of the encomiendas.

specific

Tb..e king

ontirued to regulate the system in his 0rde('s to Governor Dasari*as who replaced Vera and the audiencia.

1595,

ions to Tello in

In Philip's instruc-

he again established the audiencia and

further regulations dealing with the encoxienda system.
We saw that the Church in the Philippines gave strong
upport to the crown's policy of controlling the

enco~enderos.

ishop Salazar was outstanding in his defense of

t~e

rights of

he Indians, as were the many friars who lived among the natives.
course, led to the controversy, which we have examined,
tributes,
f the Indi ans.

their collection, and the religious instruction

The se que::1 tio'1 s were not s ettlect by the end of

of study, nor indeed were they resolved completely
ur ing all the years of Spanis h rule.
In the years following our period of study to its
aboliti0n of the encomienda in the eighteenth century the
kept close control over the

s~Tstem.

IV~ore

and more tributes

ere appointed to the crown in an effort to retain botlJ. the profit
nd control of the colonies.
uler of Spain, the

Under Philip V, the first Bourbon

enoQmienda was abolished.

The

dmurut
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suppressing the encamienda by i~corporating all the Indians to
the crown were published in 1720-1721.

6

Of cO'.Jrse these did

not immediately put an end to the system; in some parts of the
colonies it survived most of the eighteenth century, but we find
no mention of it

an~~here

in the nineteenth century.

6 amillermo Feliu-Cruz, Las Encorr-:iendas se g 1in tasas
1.. ordenanzas, Buenos Aires, 19L!_1, 237; Silvio Zavala, La Encomierrll
Indiana, Madrid, 1935, 341-344.
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